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THE THEOREM OF RIEMANN-ROCH FOR CURVES 
by 
.' 
Irving_ Jo Brand 
.,, 
Abs.tract 
r 
The main purpose or this thesis is to present a proof 
of the well-known, interesting theorem of Riemann-Roch for 
curves in tJ/:Q-dimensional projective spaceo 
The first three chapters are a summary of basic topics 
in algebra and the theory of curves inn-dimensional 
projective and affine spaces Sn and An• The fourth chapter 
contains a brief presentation of the algebraicj the rational 
and the birational transformations on curves in s2 and A20 
These will furnish a means of extending the definition of 
an algebraic curve to include loci in spaces Sn and An 
for n >20 
In Chapter V we shall investigate linear series of 
sets of places on curves in s2 and A2 , and for these curves 
rational transformations associated with linear series will 
be emphasizedo Finally in Chapter VI we shall discuss the 
theory of canonical series, from which a proof of our main 
theorem of Riemann~Roch is derivedo 
In order to cut down the length of this thesis, all 
theorems in the first four chapters ~111 be stated only. 
For the omitted proofs one may consult the Bibliography at 
the end of the thesis for appropriate referenceso 
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INTRODUCTION·· 
The main purpose ·or this thesis is to present a proof' 
of the well-known, interesting ·theorem of Riemann-Roch for 
curves in two-dimensional projective space. 
The first three chapters are a summary of basic topics 
in algebra and the theory of curv-es in n-dimensional pro-
jective and affine spaces Sn and An. The fourth chapter 
contains a brief presentation of the algebraicj the rational, 
I 
and the birational transformations on curves in S2 and A2. 
These will furnish a means of extending the definition of an 
algebraic curve to include loci in spaces Sn and An for 
n >2. In Chapter V we shall investigate linear series of 
sets of places on curves in S2 and A2; and for these curves 
rational transfprmations associated with linear series will 
be emphasized. Finally, in Chapter VI, we shall discuss 
the theory of canonical series, from which a proof of our 
ma1·1f theorem of Riemann-Roch is derived. 
In order to reduce the length of this thesis, all 
theorems in the first four chapters will be stated only. 
For the omitted proofs and other parts of this thesis, one 
may consult the Bibliography -~t the end of the thesis for 
appropriate references. 
1 
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CHAPTER I 
PRBLDIINARIES ON ALGEBRA 
1. Integral Domains and Fields 
·,. 
DEFINITION 1. An i~~~gral domain, or domain for short, 
~ is defined to be a commutative ring (which is defined in the 
usual way) with a unity element and no proper divisors of 
zero. 
DEFINITION 2. A field is a domain in which every 
nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse. 
Homomorpbis~ and isomorphism are defined in the usual 
manner. 
If for ,B given element a/.0 of a domain D there is a 
positive integer n such that na.:=:O, then nb=O for every 
< 
bf:. D. The smallest such positive integer n is called the 
characteri~tic of D. If no such positive integer exists, 
Dis said to have characteristic zero. 
THEOREM 1. Corresponding 12 any domain D there ll ~ 
uniqu~ (1Q within fil11..§.qmqrpb~sm) field K, called th~ 
guotient fiel_Q. Q.f D, sucg that 
(i) K=:>D, 
(ii) 
I 
Any element of K is tje guotien~ .Qf two element§ 
J2l. D • 
2 
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2. Polynomials 
The expression aoxO-+ a1xl+ ••• + anxn, ai t D, is called 
a polynomial in x over.the domain D, and x an indeterminate 
or a variable •. 
The set of all polynomials in x over Dis denoted by 
n[x]o 
n[ X' ~ = ( D [x] ) [Y] = n[xl [Y] ' 
D(x,y]:::: D [Y,x] 
By induction, 
D (x1, ••• ,xrj = D [x1, ... ,xr-iJ[ x;J 
The quotient field of b [x1, ... ,xrj is called the fie lg 
of rational functions of x1, ••• ,xr over D, and is denoted 
by D'(xl,o •• ,xr). 
If an-*O, the polynomial ao+a1x+ ••• +anxn is said 
to be of degree n. The polynomial O does not have a degree. 
DEFINITION 1. Let D be a given domain, and a,bE. D. 
We say that a is a factor of b, orb is _divisible by a, or 
a divides b (written alb), if there exists c £ D such that 
b.=.ac o 
DEFINITION 2. Any element e of Dis called a unit, 
if it has an inverse, e-1, such that ee-1.:: e-le =i. If e 
is a unit, ea is said to be an associate of a. 
DEFINITION 3. An element in Dis called irredu£ible 
(prime)~ if it is divisible only by its associates· and the 
units of D. 
·,I 
l 
' ... 
l 
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THEOREM 1. If f, g are !n K[x J , itl!!n there ll !Ul h !D 
K[x] such that 
Ci) hf r, hjg. . 
(ii) 11 kjr, kfg, then k\l. 
(iii) Toere exist A,B elements of K(x], such that 
h=Af-1-Bgo 
,, •• \<o 
DEFINITION 4. f is homogeneous, if every one of its 
terms is of the same degree. 
In the following we shall use capital letters for 
homogeneous polynomials, with a subscript to indicate the 
degree of the polynomial. 
DEFINITION 5. Let Fn be an element of o[_x0 , ~ •• ,x;J. 
We choose one of the variables, say xo• If x 0jFn, then 
4 
there is a term of F not containing xo. Hence the (possibly) 
non-homogeneous polynomial f(x1,••o,xr)=F(l,x1,•••,xr) is 
also of degree n. f and Fn will be said to be associated. 
THEOREM 2. AnI factor Q1, § homogeneous polynomial ll 
homogeneou~. 
THEOREM 3. If Fn and fare associated, ~ny fs..£,tor .Qf 
Fn 1§ associated with §1 factor. of f 9 and vice-versa. 
DEFINITION 6. A constant a is said to be a zero of a 
.. 
polynomial f(x) if f(a)=O. We also say that a is a root 
of the equation f(x)====o. 
THEOREM 4. a 1§. s. zero .Qf .f(x) U Im. only; U x-a ll 
a factor of f(x). 
- ...... 
• 
-~\ 
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DEFINITION 7. If, in Theorem 4, x-a·is a factor of f(x) 
of multiplicity r, then a is said to be a root of multi-
plicity r of f(x). 
DEFINITION 8. For any elegient f =ao+ a1x+ ••• +anxn 
of D[x] we define the derivative off with respect to x 
to be 
(1) df /d:x== f 1 = a1 + 2a2x + ... + nanxn-1 
DEFINITION 9o For any element f(x1,•••,xr) or 
D[x1, ••. ,x;J the i-tb partial derivative df /axi of f is 
defined as follows: 
Consider f{x1,•••,xr) as an element of D[xi], where 
i5=D[x1, ••• ,x1-1,x1+1, ••• ,x;J c By writing 
f{x1)=f 0 +f1x1+ ••• +fnx1n Cfn=Fo), we have 
(2) df/d:i:1 =f1 +2f2x1 + ... +nfnXin-l. 
DEFINITION lOo Let F(xo,x1) be a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree n in n[i0 ,x1J. If a,b are elements 
of D such that F(a,b)==o, then a:b is said to be a root 
ot F(xa,x1)=0. 
THEOREM 5. If a:b is a root of F(xo,x1)::0, then 
ax0 + bx1 is a factor of F(xo,x1). 
I 
DEFINITION 11. If in Theorem 5 axo+ b:x1 ~s a multiple 
factor of F(xo,x1), then a:b is said to be a multiple root 
of F(xo,x1)=0:cr 
DEFINITION 12. Let K be a field. If every element 
, i,--ftxl''of Kfx J bas a root, then K is said to be algebraically 
\ 
• 
' 
-t;.. 
0 
' ..... --. '"·-"'""·'" ~- ... 
closed. ., 
3. Extensions of a Field 
• DEFINITION 1. Let R be a ring. If R' is a ring 
R'C R, then R' is said to be a subri{J.g of R. 
i1 
DEFINITION 2. A subring I.of R is said to be an 
of R if, for every a E. I and every b E R, the product 
ab f. I. 
., 
) 
, 
and 
ideal 
DEFINITION 3. Let L be a .field containing K, and 
let e1 ,.oo,9r be elements of~. By the notation 
K(e1 , ••• ,@r> we indicate the s~allest subfield of '2: 
containing Kand the elements 91,•••,9r• Evidently, every 
element of K(91 ,o••,Qr) is expressible in the form 
g(91,o••,9r)/h{91 , ••• ,9r), where g and hare polynomials, 
and h(91,•••,9r)#O; for this set of elements of L forms 
a field which is contained in every field containing Kand 
Q1,•oo,9ro We say that K(91,•••,9r) is obtained from K 
by the ~djunction or elements 91, ••• ,er, and 91, ••• ,er 
form a basis. of K(9l,o••,9r) over K. 
DEFINITION 4. We shall designate by K[e1, ••• ,e~ the 
set oi' .. a.11 elements of K(91, ••• ,9r) of the form 
f(G1,o .. ,8r), where f(x1,•••,xr) E K[x1,•••,xr]• 
K(91,•••,9r) is evidently the quotient field of 
K [e1 , •• o , eJ . 
• 
DEFINITION 5. If r=l, the adjunction is said to be 
.......... j, 
. -.,,-~ i1' .• ,, -·· -· 
• ••• .__ ................... ,,,..~. ! • ._ 
..··-.,._. 
' -
f 
! 
f 
'\ 
( 
I 
I 
J 
l 
l 
' 1 • 
' 
.,._ ,., . ...._..'""'..,___,,,,,. 
.... 
:~.':" 
, 
1imple. Simple adjunctions are divided into two classes. 
(1) If Q satisfies an equation of the type f(Q).:::.6, 
where f (x) is a non-zero elem4nt of K[x], the ad junction is 
said to be algebraig, and 9 is algebraic over K. 
• It 
7 
(ii) If 9 satisfies no such equation, the adjunction _, ... , ... 
is transcendental. 
THEOREM lo ll 8 is transcendental over K, then K(Q) 
is isp~QI:Ilhi~ .:t.Q. the field K(x) of rational functions of 
an indeterminate Xo 
- ...........
... == ......... -=-~~--
DEFINITION 6. 91,•••,Qr are defined to be algebraical-
ly independent over Kif they satisfy no equation 
f(91,•o•,9r)==O, f being a non-zero polynomial over K. 
THEOREM 2. ll 9 is algepraic over K, ~here ll an 
it red uc 1 ble polynomial f (x ) E. K [.x] , unig ue 1.Q w i tl}in ~ 
constant factor 9 !iYCh that for any polynomial k(x), k(Q)=O 
1l and Q~lY. if f(x)jk{x). 
DEFINITION 7. Let D be any domain and I the set of all 
multiples by elements of D of a fixed element a of D. Then 
I is an ideal in D, and I is called the ~rincipal ideal 
generated by a o 
THEOREM 3. ll I ll the i>rincipl\l ideal !n K[x] generated 
!!z the irreducible J?.Plynomial f(x), then K[:x]/I 1.§. ~ field 
K( t } 9 where f( l ).:: o. 
THEOREM 4. If 9 satisfies the irreducible eguation 
t(e)==o over K, then K(Q) is isomorphic to the field KC!) 
,,, ,r ~. 1,• 
, ' 
.I 
\ 
·, . 
I 
I 
qefined !n Theorem 3. K( E) is said to be an algebraic 
~ extension of K. 
A more general definition will be given later. 
THEOREM 5. lf f (x) is _th~ 12o!y~_gmia! !n th~ two 
pregedlng theorems 9 s.nd f (x) 1§. .Qf degree r, then everi 
element .Qf K(Q) .U expressible il a polynom1al 1n 9 .Qf 
degr..g~ less tban r, and r is called the d~gree .Q.!: the 
extensiono 
DEFINITION 8. An extension ~ of K is said to be 
algebraic if every element of 2-. is algebraic over K. 
THEOREM 6. Th~ result .Qf ~ finit~ ~guence of simpl~ 
glgebrai£ §.9.junctions 1.§.@ tlg~brai£ extension. 
THEOREM 7. ll Ql,•••,~m are each a+gebraic over~ 
field K .Qf characteristic zerQ and ll S 1§. an~::1nr1ni1~ 
su·bset .Q.f K, there exist ai'= s, 1=1, ••• ,m, such that if 
q>=~aiei, then K(91, ••• ,9m)=K(<j>). 
., 
8 
' t 
• 
-· 
CHAPTER II 
. PROJECTIVE AND AFFINE SPACES 
1. Projective Spaces 
\ ,. 
' DEFINITION 1. Given a sets, whose elements will be 
called poin·:t-~, and·· a field K ( of characteristic zero for our 
purposes), known as the groundfi~ld, whose elements will be 
called £Onstani§. or numbers. Ann-dimensional prolec!iye 
coordinate ~stem over K !Q Sis a correspondence between 
the points of Sand ordered sets of n+l numbers 
(ao,a1,oo•,an) such that 
(i) Each point of S corresponds to at least one set 
Cao,o•o,an> with not all a1==oo 
(11) Each set (ao,•••,an) with not all a1::0 corresponds 
to one and only one point of S. 
(iii) Cao, ••• ,an) and (bo, ••• , bn) correspond to the 
same point if and only if there is a number e '¢0 such that 
a1==eb1, 1=-0,.00,n. 
The numbers ao, ••• ,an of any one of the (n +1)-tuples 
associated with a point A are said to be coordinates of A in 
the given coordinate system. 
For brevity, we write (a1) or ,(a) instead of 
Cao,. o. ,an) and speak of 0 the point (a ) 11 instead of the 
point whose coordinates are (ao, .- •• ,an>. 
·-· 
9 
' 
--- ;E 
·" . . 
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.. 
10 
From a given ·n-dimensional projective coordinate system 
i 
others may be obtained by the following process. Let aj, 
1, j = o, ••• ,n, be numbers such that 
. i (1) lajl=a=;:o 
Then from any coordinate system $ a coordinate system £1 
is determined by associating with any point X, the coordi-
nates (.y) where 
(2) Yj== L a:x , j=O, ••• ,n, i J 1 
the Xi being coordinates of X in the system.~. 
Since the transformation (2) has an inverse 
(3) xi==.LAijy , we say that c£ and ~I are equivalent: 
. j 
£"'"'~I OJ 
DEFINITION 2. An·n-dimensional ]rojective space over K 
is a set S of points together with an equivalence class of 
n-dimensional projective coordinate systems in S over K. 
Such a space will be designated by Sn, or by SKn if we wish 
to emphasize the role of the field K. By a coordinate 
system in Sn we shall always mean a member of the equivalence 
t 
class associated with Sn. 
We shall use the usual terms line and plane for S1 
.. 
and s2 respectively. 
DEFINITION 3. An algebraic condition connecting the 
coordinates, in one system, of points of the space is said 
to define a g~9metri9 property of these points if it is true 
4ir 
in all coordinate systems equivalent to the given one. 
r. 
., ~ 
: 
! 
I 
I 
. I 
' 
\ 
. . 
I 
. . .. ....-.--...... 
11 
DEFINITION 4. The geometry of! SDace will consist of 
the relationships between the geometric properties of 
figures in that spaceo 
DEFINITION 5. If a space Sr is contained (properly or 
improperly) in Sn, then Sr is said to be a ..2ubs12ace. of Sn• 
THEOREM 1. Given any subset S of Sn, there ll 2 ynigue 
subspace Sr .Qf least dimension !hich contains So 
DEFINITION 6. In the above theorem Sis said to_span 
DEFINITION 7. If two subspaces together span a third 
subspace, the third subspace is called the join of the first 
two. 
DEFINITION 8. The set of points common to two sub-
spaces is called their intersection. 
THEOREM 2o The points common to S5 and St form an Sq• 
DEFINITION 9o A subspace of Sn of dimension n-1 is 
called a .hx]_~rplane of Sn• 
DEFINITION 10. The set of (n + 1 )-tuples Cao, ••• ,an) 
including (O~oeo,O) is an (n+l)ca:adimensional vector space. 
over Ko This will be called the vecto~ space associated 
witi Sn• 
DEFINITION 11 o A set of points P°', oi(. =1, ••• ,m, is 
said to be a linearly dependent set if the coordinates of 
the points are linea~.!Y pepenc;JQ!lt in the vector space 
°'-#8 S Oc ia ted with .. Sn• The P are·' linearll independent if 
.. 
' 
• 
12 
they are not dependent. 
, . 
THEOREM 3. Linear dependenc~ or points is independent 
of· the £.Oordinate s;xstem and therefor~ is §. geometric · 
.. 
pro12ertyo 
THEOREM 4. Given ani n + 2 ,noints of Sn n.g n +1 21 
which are dependent, there ll ! uniqu~ coordinate system 
in which these RQint~ have the coordinaies (1 90~0~oo•,o), 
(0,1,ooo,O),.G., (o,o,ooo,l), (1,1,ooo,l) in.~ given order. 
'· ·, 
DEFINITION 12. The ordered set of n + 2 points i11 Jche 
above theorem is said to be the frame of reference of the 
---- -
coordinate system so determinedo The points (1 10,o •• ,o), 
. . . ' (o,O,ooo,1) are called the ~rtices .QI. reference • 
DEFINITION 13. · Given a hyperplane TI of Sn, there 
exists a unique (to within a constant multiple) set of 
n+l numbers bi, not all zero, i~O,o••,n, such that any 
point (:x) of 1T sa,tisfies the equation 4- b1:x1 = o. Con-
1 
versely, given such a set of b1 , there exists a unique 
hyperplane TT such that ~ b1xi=O for every (x) in TT. 
l 
'2:_bix1 is called an equation of !.h~ hyperulane and the b's 
. J.. 
are coordinates 21 the hyperpl?n~o 
THEOREM 5. Given any n+2 .hyperplanes .Q.f. Sn, no n-t-1 · 
of whiJlh ~~ depengen,t 9 the:r.§ j._~ s µn_igµe £.porq_:l_~~~ s~stem 
in which thes~ h:yaerplanes have the eguations :zo=-O, x1==0, 
••• , xn=o, xo-t-i:1-t- ••• +xn=O in.§. given order. 
DEFINITION 14~ The hyperplanes i:0= O, ••• , xn= O are 
called sides of reference. 
' 
.;. 
. . 
' 
,. 
;' i • 
' . 
,· 
' ' i 
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2. Projections 
The simplest type or projection, from which projective 
geometry gets its name, is the following., Let 1T be a 
}• ' 
/ ,, 
• j; 
hyper·p].ane of Sn and P any point not in TT • Then for any 
point A distinct from P, the line AP will intersect IT in 
a single point A', which is said to be the projection of A 
from P into lT o If S is any set of points not containing P, 
0 the projection of S from Pinto TT is the set of the 
projections of all points of S. ·". 
This process may be generalized: 
There exist Sr, O~r!::n-1, and Sn--r-1, two subspaces 
of Sn having no common points. For any point A not on 
Bn-r~1, the join of A and Sn-r-1 is an Sn-r• The intersection 
of Sn-rand Sr is a point A' of Sr• We say that A' is the 
projection of A from Sn-r-1 into Sr• Bn-r-1 is the center 
of the projection. 
The projection from Sn-r-1 into Sr of any sets, having 
no points in Sn-r-1, is the set of projections of all points 
of So 
THEORFM 1. ll A has coordinates (a0 , ••• ,an), then A' 
has coordinates (ao, ••• ,ar ,o, ... ,o). 
\ 
-~·-
" 
. 
' '.. ' ~- ~. 
,-----... -----------------------------~~--
- ··~ - -
3. Affine Spaces 
DEFINITION 1. Let a0 , ••• ,an be the coordinates of a 
point P in a projeCtive coordinate system £ in Sn• If 
ao:#:0 9 the n numbers a1/a0 , ••• ,an/a0 are said to be the 
coordinates of Pin the affine coordinate ~yst§m corres-
ponding to~ • The following properties of an affine 
coordinate system follow at once: 
.. 
(i) A point P has finite coordinates if and only if 
14 
P does not lie on the hyperplane 1T ,x0=o, of the associated 
projective system. This hyperplane is called the pyperplane 
' ll infinity of the affine systemo 
The vertex of reference (1,0, ••• ,0) is called the origin 
of the affine coordinate system, and the lines joining the 
origin to the other vertices of reference are the axes • 
. (ii) The affine coordinate system is a one~to-one 
correspondence between the points of Sn- TT ( that is, points 
of Sn not in 1T ) and all n-tuples of numbers. .,' 
We shall use a bar over letters ·to indicate affine 
coordinates o 
(iii) If two affine coordinate systems have the same 
hyperplane at infinity, they are related by the equations 
Y\ 
-Yj = ~ a 1i + b j = 1 .•• ,. ., n ., i==l j 1 j' ' 
where \a~\~ o. 
Conversely, any set of equations of this type defines 
• 
• ·;. I I 
. 
..... . 
. . 
. ·.
• 
,, 
1~ 
.... :·. , a change of affine coordinate systems. Two affine systems 
related in this way will be said to be equivalent. 
DEFINITION -2. The points of Sn-Tr together with an 
equivalence class of affine coordinate ~ystems _con~titute __ an 
n-dimensional affine ~~ac~ An over K. 
DEFINITION 3. Let An be an affine space in Sn with 
1T as the hyperplane at infinityo If Sr is a linear subspace 
of Snj not lying wholly in Tr, the points of Sr which lie 
in An are the points of Sr-1T; and these can be considered 
in a unique way as an affine space Ar• Ar will be called 
a subspace of An• 
DEFINITION 4o Parallel subspaces are those which, 
when considered as lying in Sn, have all their intersections 
on the hyperplane at infinity. 
4. Lines in Affine Spaces 
Let L be a line in Sn. If (a) and (b) are projective 
coordinates of two points on L, their join Lis given by 
(4) Y1:=sa1+tb1, i=O.,oo•,n, 
and (s,t) may be considered to be projective coordinates in 
L. We may introduce affine coordinates in L. If s=/=O, 
then (s,t) becomes (l,t/s). Let t/s=u. Then (s,t).is 
(1, u) in affin.e coordinates. 
. .... 
It can be shown that/ 
... 
~ (5) -x1=a1+ub1, i=o, ..• ,n, 
; I 
. 
I~ 
' 
t 
' ' 
; 
l 
! 
I 
' 
. 
' 
' • 
,) 
•. 
,. 
...._...__.___.~.......,_--~ --~- -oa---·-··· ., •.... ·-- ·•• _,..-:.,,~.,;:...,;~::.;;.,,..:::.._~~-•·- .. -
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for any point (x) on L. 
If we introduce affine coordina·tes in Sn, these become 
xi/x0 or 
(6) i-=-1, ••• ,n. 
If (b) is a point on the hyperplane at infinity, in 
which case (a) is not on this hyperplane, we have b0==o, 
a0-:/=, 0 and hence 
( 7 ) i 1 = a 1 / a O + U bi /b O, i 1, ••• , n. 
Since (a) and (b) are projective coordinates of two 
:. points, (a1/a0 ), (b1/b0 ) are projective coordinates of the 
same two pointso Call them (a'), (b'). Hence 
(8) - -x ==a'+ ub' i i 1' 
which are called parametric equations .Q.f toe line. 
In many cases it is convenient to introduce a 
. -fictitious value of u, usually designated by o0. By writing 
-u = o0, we really mean that we are returning to aqua tion · ( 4) 
and putting s = o, t * o. 
: " ·.: .. -::-· ·, - ,-· -. •""" ,. ... . :.- - .~ ·: - - " - - .:: . :.. ' ' 
·: .' .-, ' 
,J. 
... , ' •. ,-.."'1,-,,.-,~--,. 
I' 
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CHAPTER III 
PLANE ALGEBRAIC CURVES 
1. Plane Algebraic Curves 
Let K ~e an algebraically closed field. Consider a 
definite projective coordinate system in s2, and let 
F(x)==F(x0 ,x1 ,x2) be an irreducible homogeneous polynomial 
of degree n) 0 in x0 ,x1 ,x2 vvi th coefficients in K. If one 
set of coordinates (a) of a point P satisfies the equation 
F(x)==o, then all sets willo The set of all such points P 
is ca~led an irreducible algebra!~ curve, and the equation 
F(x)=O is the equation of the curve in the given coordinate 
system. 
(1) 
Suppose we transform to a new coordinate system with 
2 
yj=L aix , J 0,1,2, 
i=O j i 
and let G(y) be the polynomial obtained by substituting 
~Ajy for xi in F(x). Then they coordinates of a point j i j 
satisfy G(y)=O if and only if its x-coordinates satisfy 
F(x) = Oo Thus G(y)= 0 is the equation of the same ct1rve 
in the new coordinates. Since the irreducibility of F 
implies the irreducibility of G, an irreducible curve is 
a geometri.c ent.ity, its definition ·being independent of the 
1? 
i 
.. ___ l_.~~~-i,a__...,· ....... _..;, 
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coordinate system employed. Furthermore the equation of an 
irreducible curve is unique to within a common factoro 
DEFINITION 1. Any homogeneous polynomial F(x) of 
degree n has a factorization F.c:F1F2 ••• Fr into irreducible 
homogeneous factors unique to within constant multiples. 
The set of irreducible curves C1,o•o,Cr whose equations are 
-
F1(x)-=O,ooo,Fr(x)=-O will be said to be an al~€t!£. curve 
C whose equation is F(x)==o, and the irreducible curves 
c1,oco,Cr are called·components of Co These components need 
not be distinct; for instance, x6x~==O has five components. 
DEFINITION 2. An irreducible curve appearing more than 
once as a component of C is said to be a multiple component 
of c. 
DEFINITION 3. A curve with two or more components is 
said to be reducible. _, __ _ 
For simplicity, we shall use the phrase "the curve 
F(x)=O" or "the curve F," instead of "the curve whose 
equa ti9n is F{x )=O." 
DEFINITION 4o Let F(x)==O be a curve c, which does 
1 
not have x0=o as a componento Then x0 is not a factor of 
F(x), and ther_e ___ is. _an associated non-homogeneous polynomial 
F(l,x,y) of the same degree. We shall or~!~~;ily write 
f(x,y) for F(l,x,y). f(x,y):::O will be called the equation 
of C in the corresponding affine coordinate system. 
·~ ..... .;.,,.,;,, 
·_,~. 
''l'II 
-----
' 
2. Intersections of Lines and Curves 
The points of intersection of a curve F and a li~e L, 
with parametric equations x1=a1s+b1t, are given by the 
solutions s:t of 
(2) F(as+bt)=·o. 
19 
When s:t occurs as a root of multiplicity r of this 
equation, the corresponding point is counted as r points of 
intersectiono 
DEFINITION 1. The degree of the defining equation of 
a curve is called the order of the curve. _.........,.._ 
THEOREM 1. Let f be ill 2ffin~ eguation of E curve C 
of order n, and let P .Q.§. ~ noint Q!} Co Suppose that all 
derivatives .Qf f !!J2 1.Q and ·1ncluding the (r--1)-th are zero 
at P, but that il least oner-th derivative il no~ zero 
.§.1 Po !hen everx line th~ough P hg~ r ]Oi.q!~ pf inter-
section !Y.i th C il P 9 and £recisely r such lines 9 12ro12erlz 
counted, have (mor~ than r point.§. .Qf intersectiono The 
exceptional lines are called the Y,ngents to Cat P. Pis 
said to be a ~oint .Qf C .Qf multiplicity r, or an r-fold 
'pointo 
THEOREM 2. Given.! point P ..Q!l ~ curv~ ·C .Qf order n 
there must~ fill r, l.~r~n., such that Theorem 11.2 valid 
at Po 
DEFINTION 2. A point not on C is considered as a point 
of multiplicity zero. 
•'L• 
' 
i, 
' X, 
I 
-~ 
t t . 
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-DEFINITION 3. · A point of C of multiplicity one is 
called a E-imDle point of C, -one of multiplicity two, a 
double point; etc. A point of multiplicity r is or-dinary if . , 
and only if the r tangents at the point are distincto 
DEFINITION 4o A point of multiplicity two or more is 
said to be ~1.ngularo By a non~singular curve we mean a 
curve with no singular pointso 
THEOREM 3o ll C il ~ £1!rve .Q1 order n with ill! mul1iQle 
com12.9nen.ll~ then through anx .12oin1 P of C 2f !fil!!!itli£1~~ r 
ther~ pass lines which intersect C i.n n-r distinct ~oints 
other than P. 
3. Linear Systems of Curves 
Any curve or order n has an equation of the form 
valu~s .of i,j,k for which i+j+k=n .• Such a curve is 
uniquely determined by its coefficients to within a common 
factoro Thus the coefficients 8ijk can be considered to be 
projective coordinates of the curve, and the set of curves 
may be thought of as comprising the points of an SN, where 
N is one less than the number of terms in the summationo 
THEOREM 1. N: tn(n+ 3). 
A change of coordinates in S2: 
·I 
• I 
bpqr .~Mijkaijk, the fl' s being polynomials in. the A's. 
l;J,l< pqr . . 
This is a transformation in SN, and since we can pass 
similarly from the y's to the x•s, its determinant must 
be different from zeroo Hence the coordinate systems in 
SN induced by two systems in S2 are equivalent, and so SN 
is uniquely determined. 
The curves which constitute the points of a subspace 
SR of SN are said to form a linear sys~e~ of dimension R. 
Such a system is determined by R + 1 independent curves of 
it, and we can write the equations of the curves of the 
21 
R 
system in the form ~ A ,Fi (x) = 0, where the F1 are .linearly i=O 1 , 
independent homogeneous polynomials of degree n. An SR is 
determined by N-R independent hyperplanes containing it • 
Thus we can specify linear sy,stems in this manner also. The 
\ 
equation of a hyperplane in SN is said to be a linear 
condition on the curves of order n, fiand a curve "satisfies" 
this condition if it is a point of the hyperplane. A curve 
can always be found satisfying N, or less, linear conditions. 
More generally, a curve of any given R~dimensional system 
can be found satisfying R, or les~, conditions; 
The most important· type of linear condition arises on 
requiring that a curve have a given point of multiplicity 
/ ., ... 
J ' 
... 
.. 
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of at least r, r~ 1. The necessary and sufficient condition 
for this is that all the (r-1)-th derivatives of the poly-
nomial vanish at the point. There are ir(r+l) of these 
derivatives, and their values at the point are homogeneous 
linear polynomials in the aijk• The coefficients of the 
a1jk in these polynomials can be considered as the 
coordinates of a hyperplane on which the point (a1jk) lies, 
that is, on which the curve lies o Hence tr (r + l) linear 
conditions ,are imposed on the curveo 
. 
' 
DEFINITION 1. A point of multiplicity ~r for all 
curves of a linear system is called a base po~nt of mul-
tiplicity r of the system. 
4. Quadratic Transformations 
I 
We consider two projective planes S2 and s2 and a 
relation between their points defined by 
(3) Yo:=xl:x2, Y1== x0x2, Y2=:xo:xl 
where xo,x1,x2 are the coordinates of a point of S2 in 
some specified coordinate system, and y0 ,y1,y2 are those of 
a point of S2o We·call the correspondence set up by (3) a 
,!lUaQl:atic transformation of s2 into s~, and denote it by T. 
The transform (y) of (x) may then be denoted by T(x)o T 
has the following properties: 
(i) Each point of s2, with the exception of (1,0,0), 
(0,1,0) and (0,0,1), is transformed into a unique point of 
'· 
V 
) . 
' s 2, since for these points Yo= y1 = y24: o. The
 three _ 
. 
exceptional points are called fundamental Doints of the & 
transformation, and their transforms are not defined by 
equations (3). 
23 
(ii) Any non-fundamental point of the line x1=ro is 
transformed into the poi~t y1=0, Yj=O, Yk=O. The three 
lines x1=-0, Xj=O, xk=O are called irregular (fundamental) 
lines of the transformation. 
Designate by T' the corresponding transformation 
(4) x1= YjYk 
I 
of s2 into s2 • It, of course, also has properties similar 
t o ( i ) and ( i i ) o 
(iii) If (x) is a point not on an irregular line of T, 
then (y)=T(x) is not on an irregular line of T', and 
T' (y)= (x)o In fact, frc,m equations (3) it is easily seen 
that Yi= O if and only if Xjxk=o, where i,j,k are distinct, 
and that T' (y)= x0x 1x2 (x0 ,x1 ,x2 )== (x). 
-
Since the analogous property holds for T', we see that 
T and T' set up a one-to-one correspondence between the 
I points of S2 and S2 not on any irregular line, and that T 
and T' ale inverse transformations of these points • 
.. 
,,.,. . 
' t \ • • ;,-
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,. Transformation of a Curve 
If F(x0 ,x1 ,x2); F(xi )::i:0 is a curve in s2, the_n the 
transforms of its points under (4) will satisfy the equation 
(5) G(y1):F(yjyk):: F(Y1Y2,Y2Yo,YoY1> ==o. 
We shall refer to Gas the algebraic transform of F. We 
must now study what happens when F contains a fundamental 
pointo Consider the case in which Fis a line L with the 
equation F := Laixi= o. 
Case lo If a1;t:O for all 1, then L does not pass 
through any fundamental point, and so every point of-L has 
; 
~ a unique transformo These transforms lie on a curve C with 
equation G(y)=='2:.a1YjYk• It is obvious that C contains the 
fundamental points of T'. 
If ab =,:o, then 
(6) G(a,b,O)=a2ab=Fo, G(a,O,b)=a1abr:/:-O, 
G ( o , a , b ) = a 0a b +.o , 
which imply that Chas no points other than the fundamental 
points of T' in common with the irregular lines of T'. 
The points of intersection of Land the irregular lines 
are: 
(o,-a 2 ,a1), (-a 2 ,o,a0 ), (-a 1 ,a0 ,o), 
which are distinct since aoa 1a2.¢o~ Hence we may set up an 
arbitrary one-to-one correspondence between these points 
and the three fundamental points of T'; and property (iii) 
of ~4 gives us the rest of the one-to-one correspondence 
,. 
• 
-· 
:. 
,. 
,:. . 
IJ 
' 
' /· 
t 
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between L and C. 
Case 2o Let L be a line passing through 1one fundamental 
point. Suppose F=x1+ Ax2 , A;to, so that (1,0,0) is on F. 
The algebraic transform of F is y2y O + )\y 0y 1 , a reducible 
curve consisting of the line L' with the equati-on 
G1 =Y2 + ~y1 and the irrE!gular line Yo• 
The points of intersection of Land the irregular 
lines of Tare (o,- A,1) and (1,0,0) 9 and those of L' and 
the irregular lines of T' are (0,1,-)\) and (.1,0,0). These 
two pairs of points can be put into a one-to-one corres-
pondence, and property (iii) Of § 4 takes care of the points 
of L and L' o 
We regard L' as the true geometric transform of L, the 
extra component Yo being merely an extraneous factor intro-
duced in the algebra. 
Case 3o If L has the equation F=x0 {or F=x1 , or 
F=---x 2), then Lis an irregular line, and its transform 
Y1Y2 is a pair of irregular lines. But every point of L, 
whose transform is defined, is transformed into (1,0,0), 
and so we regard the transform of L to be this single point. 
#' 
We shall avoid this situation by never considering curves 
having irregular lines as componentso 
DEFINITION 1. Let F(x)==O be a curve having no 
irregular line as a component, and let 
--/ 
/ 
• 
. 
•'•- 'I M•>'I,;,,'• >;,'''"'I" ..... , ... ,.,~ .• ,,.·-,- ~. •, ,,,~r·,-•.• 
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be the algebraic transform of F. If G(y)=IT(y)F'(y), where 
1T is a product of powers of the Yi, and F' is not divisible 
by any Yi, we say that F' is the transform of F by T. 
THEOREM 1. If F' ll the transform .Qf F ~ T, then F ll 
..th§ transform of F' ~ T'o With~ finite number ..Qf excep-
tions ~h~ points of F gnq F' are in g one-to~on~ correspond-
ence, ang :thg component_§ of F and F' .s,lsq pgrr~s12ond o 
THEOREM 2o ~ ~ successiQE of ..Q.Qa~rat1£ transformations 
~ny irreducible curve can be transformed into one having 
only orQ.inarx singu~ariti~. 
DEFINITION 2o The index of Fis ~(r1-1), where the 1 
r1 are the multiplicities of the non-ordinary singular 
points of F. 
. ' 
• 
,· 
CHAPTER IV 
POWER SERIES AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF CURVES 
1. Parametrization 
1.1. Power Series 
. : \. 
DEFINITION 1. Infinite sums of the type 
a0 + a 1x + ••• + anxn + ... , where x is an indeterminate and 
a 1€.D, are called formal QOW~r series over D. They can 
be added and multiplied just like polynomials, and they 
constitute a domain D[x]'. D [x]' :J Dlxl, for the power , 
series with only a finite number of nqn-zero coefficients 
are essentially polynomials. 
THEOREM 1 o l.f K ll s field, anY element .Q.l the 
field K(x)' of l[x]' c§n ~~ ~tittep in .t..hg form 
x-k(ao+ a1x + o •• ), wbere k 1§. E!! integer and a0=f.o. 
quotient 
(-k) is 
-
said iQ .Q§ tb§ order .Q.f f and will .Q§ indicated~ O(f). 
THEOREM 2 o ( i) 0 ( f g) = 0 ( f) + 0 ( g) , 
(ii) O(f+g)?;min[o(r),O(g~, wbere ~ eguality holds 
whenever O(f)+O(g)o 
DEFINTION 2o 0(0):.oo,\,where the symbol-o (infinity) 
\\\ 
has the properties: oo >n, e>a+n=n+o0=aio, for any 
integer n 7 and oo+~=oo o 
oO 
DEFINt'l'!ON 3. If f::: '2:, anxn is an element of K[x]', 
)'\::0 
.. 
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) 
·, " 
od 
we define the derivative of f to be f '= L. nanxn-l e 
yt:.: I 
All 
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,., 
the properties of derivatives of polynomials may be extended 
to the derivatives of si~ieso 
lo2o Parametrization of a Curve 
In the future we shall use power series in an auxiliary 
variable to Every dashed letter (a9 X9etco) will represent 
an element of K(t)' (or of a closely related type of field 
to be introduced later)o 
DEFINITION lo Let F(x)=O be the equation of an 
algebraic curve C in the projective plane over a field K, 
which is algebraically closed and of characteristic zeroo 
- - ..... x 0 ,x19 x 2 are called the coordinates .Qf £ parametrization 
of C if 
(1) F{x)= 0 
(ii) there is no e ,' 0 such that exi_ is an element 
of K, i: 0 j 1, 2 o 
THEOREM lo 
yarametrization .Qf C' so are (8 Xo9e X1 ,e X2) 9 !L[lerg e~o. 
We re£9r~ (ex) and (x) il being coordinat~ 91 .ill~ l?_~m~ 
the .£Q.ordipat§ . ..§. of s. paramet~ization ar,e iQ be sub,jected 
to the same transformation il the coordt.q§..t~.§. Qf §. ].Qinto 
THEOREM 2o The .9.boyg_ g_gf;LQl_Qg _Q_QJ}Q;~i1D1J§. (i) and (ii) 
are. liti~t:J.ed 1n ill CQQrd1oate sy~tems .U thei are 
/ 
~ 
" ·'' •• ' '' •·- ~ .• '• ••< - ·, ···-~ '• '·- , -,.,_-4c • '·,, '• ., •, 
>, •, • ,. • 
'' 
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,, 
satisfied in oneo 
m c,rx, www tWtt -
·, 
For; sin1plici ty we shall speak of the ttparametrization 
-(x)" instea.d of 00 the parametrization whose coordinates in 
the given System are (X)o 91 
.. 
The parametrization can in a certain sense be considered 
as actual points of a curveo Consider the equation F(x)==o 
as defining a curve C' in the projective plane over the 
groundfield K(t) 0 o Then the points of C' consist of all 
points of C plus all parametrizations of Co 
DEFINITION 2o Let (x) be any parametrization of C, 
= ~ h= -
and h==~min O(x1 )o If yi.=.t xi 9 then (y) is the same 
parametrization 9 and Y1e K[tT with at least one O('y1 )~o. 
Furthermore 9 Y1 (o)=a1 existsj and at least one a1/0o 
The point (a) is called the cent§.~ of the parametrization. 
The coordinates of the center behave like point 
coordinates, and so a parametrization has a unique ce~tero 
If X0,Co 9 and we define X =X1 /x0 , Y=X2/X0 , then (X,Y) 
can be considered to be the corresponding affine coordinates 
of the parametrizationo 
cm> -
Conversely 1 if x and y satisfy the conditions 
< 1) r ex 9 Y) = F < 1, x? r )== o 
{ii) i and y are not both elements of K, then (1,i,y) 
are the projective coordinates of a parametrization of Co 
DEFINITION 3o If (i), X1E- K f:J' .is a parametrization 
and O(t)>0 9 ·t#o, then <Y)'.I where Y1=i1 (t), is also a 
r 
-.. ,,.:·/, ·. ;'.i.,. 
• 
_ ·•- _' C -~·-~; C' /, "-.-~J .~ ::..,•.,11:::,\-_•j•,•:_I:-, .... '~-''."'°'\'"•·•,,_·;" r- ~.; ',' ",,, ''" t" .,, '"- ,_ --,, ,,• 
,:, 
• 
parametrization with the same centero If O(t)=l, the 
two parametrizations will be said to be eguivalento This 
relation obeys tpe usual rules for equ~valenceo 
{' , 
- r , 
DEFINITION 4o /If x 1e: K(t ) for some r>l, we can 
. 
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simplify the power series by replacing tr by ~.new variable 
t•o Such a parametrization, or one equivalent to it, will 
i be/said to be reducibleo 
THEOREM 3o The pa~ametrization 
(1) - n - n1 n2 x:t , y:::ait +a2t +ooo, 
where O<n, O<n1<n2 <o•o, a 1+,o, is irreducible ll and 
onlx 1f the integers n,n1 ,n2 , •• o haves common ~actor 
greater !han lo 
THEOREM 4o ln g suitable coordinate system any given 
parametri~ation 1§. ~uivalent 12 one of t0~ !ype 
i==tn, Y=a1tnl+a2tn2+ •• o, O<n, o<n1<n2<··· 
DEFINTION 5o An equivalence class of irreducible 
• 
parametrizations will be called a place of the curve C. 
The common center of the parametrizations is the center of 
of the place o 
THEOREM 5. Th~ center .21 any place of C ll ~ pqint 
of c . 
' 
. 
, . 
. 
1 -
\ 
·1 
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1.3. · Fractional Power Series 
1 
DEFINITION 1. Let us use the symbol x~ instead of the 
indeterminate t, and introduce a relation among the symbols 
1 
-xn, n 1,2, ••• , by defining 
(2) ·-xn 
- ' 
from which it follows that 
m 
xrn == 
-
._ 
-
n - ······· 
Thus a parametrization of the type (t ,y(t)) can be written 
I 
! 
in the form (x,Y), where Y is an element of some K (xi )'i•, 
j 
and f(x ,y)= o. 
DEFINITION 2. From the relation (xl'fi)r=xi it 
follows that K (x!) 1 CK (xrh) 1 • Consider the union of 
all the fields K ( xfi) 1 , n =1,2, ••• , and denote this union 
set by K{x)•- It can be shown easily that K(x)• is a field. 
DEFINITION 3. 
_ . m1/n1 m2 /n2 If a ( x ) = a 1 x + a 2x + . . • € K ( x ) • , 
where a1 :#o, m1/n1< m2/n2< ... , then the order of i(x) is 
defined to be m1/n1• 
The set of elements of K(x)• of non-negative order i~ ~ 
domain K[x] *, since the elements of K[ x] • retain all their 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ ./ 
\ 
\ 
properties as ~laments of K(x)•, except for the existence of) 
' . 
... 
, ·• 
. 
an inverse in K(x)• for every element. 
~ 
•· 
DEFINITION 4. If 8(x)€ K[x]•, the coefficient of xO 
in i(x) will be denoted by i(o). 
Obviously, a(O):foO if and only if O(a(x))=O. 
THEOREM lo K(x)• .!~ alge_graically closed o 
THEOREM 2. There exists! unique set QI. eJement§ 
- -Y1,••o,Yn .Ql K(x)• sueµ that 
r ex ,Y> = an ITCy=Y j > .. 
-THEOREM )o If O(an) ~O(a1), i=O,•o•,n-1, then the Yj 
2l TQeorem 2 are elements .QI K[x] •. 
THEOREM 4. 1f o<a"n>=o, 0(80>>0, 0<81>20, 1=1, ••• 
..... 
• • • ,n-1, then for ·il least one .Q! the Yj of Theorem 2, 
ocYj > >oo 
THEOREM 5. Su1;rnose that f(x,y)E. K[x,y] and has n.g 
factor not involving Yo Then f has~ multiple factor in 
K[x,y] 1.f and only :i,.f f(x,y) =o ~ .a multiple root 1n K(x)•. 
1.4. Places of a Curve 
THEOREM 1. If f(x,y)f K[x,yJ, then. to each root 
yf K(x)• of f(x,y)=O, for which O(y) > o; there corresponds 
.i unique place of lli curve f(x~y)=O witp center at~· 
origino .Qonverse.ly' 12 each 11lace (x 7y) 'i.Qf f vvi th center 
;: .. 
ll lli gri_g.in ther~ .. ~Qrrespond O(i) roots of f (x,y)=O with 
or~er great§r tban zero. 
THEOREM 2 o .~very point of f! curvt C ll the center 21: 
• 
- ., 
at least one place .Ql C. 
-··· 
' t •'"'' 
DEFINITION lo Let {i,i) be a place P with a finite 
center, and let g(x,y) be any polynomial. By the order or 
- .... g at P we mean the order of the power series g(x,y). The 
' ' 
order of g a·epends only on the place P and not on the 
particular parametrization. We shall denote the order of 
g at P by Op(g)o 
- - - ... Let gh = g (x ,y)h (x ,y) c. Then evidently, 
Op(gh) = op(g) + op (h), op< g ± h) ~ min (OP (g) ,op (h)). 
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Also the order of g at P remains unchanged under a 
change of coordinates, provided we make the corresponding 
transformation of g to be the new coordinates. From this it 
follows that any concept defined in terms of the orders 
of polynomials at places is a geometric one, being inde-
pendent of the coordinate systemo 
DEFINITION 2o If·x is a parametrization of Pin 
projective coordinates with all O(ii)~O and at least one 
O(i1)=-o, and if G(x) is any homogeneous polynomial in 
x0 ,x1 ,x2 , we define Op(G) to be the order of G(i)o Here 
again Op(G) is independent of the parametrization. Moreover 
if P has a finite center in the affine plane, and if g and G 
are associated polynomials, then Op{g)::Op(G)o 
THEOREII 3, ll f(x,y)=O .illil g(x,y)=o are curves 
.. 
I 
J 
I 
l 
I· 
I 
i 
I 
I 
.. : '::· 
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hav1Jig .! corgmon point P, then the sum .Qf the m:ders _Qf·f il 
!he ~12ce2 Q ..Qf g with centers at p ~gual§ !hat Qf g ll' th! 
place~ P .Qf f vt1i th centers a~ Po Symbolically, 
l:: OQ(f) = L_op(g)o 
DEFINITION )o ~ OQ(f)::~ Op(g) is defined to be the 
number of intersections, or the multiplicity of the 
1ntersection 9 off and g at the point Po 
Note that we distinguish between number of intersec-
tions and number Qf intersection pointso 4 4 
THEOREM 4 (Bezout•s Theorem)o Two plane curves of 
orders m and n with .ll.Q common components have exactly mn 
intersectionso 
THEOREM 5o ll F(x) and G(x), of degrees a and n, 
have !!Q common factors, the sum J2f ~ orders of G at .url 
places of F 1..§. mno 
THEOREM 60 If G(x) ll Qf infinite order ll J! place g1. 
F(x)=o, then F and G have .§. common factor. 
1.50 Tangent, Order, and Class of a Place 
~ &hall now relate our definition E.f the number of 
intersectiops fil ~ point to the material 1E, Cha~ter III. 
' 
T}iEOR~Vi lo 1f P 1.§ ~ _£lac:e,. !f...:~.lJ 9~nt .. e1: p 9 .£f all the 
lip.es L=-0 passil},g £tl1r,2u,gg p, then «there ~ one and only 
gne Lo= o sucb .. tr.s.~ Op{L0 ) > min Op(L) o 
·I 
DEFINITION lo The positive integer r =min Op(L), where 
L !saline on the center of P, is called the order of the 
place Po 
DEFINITION 2o A place is said to be linear if it is 
or order oneo 
-
DEFINITION 3o The unique line Lo, for which Op(Lo) )r, 
is called the tangen~ to P, and also the tangent to the 
curve~ the Dlace P. i 
DEFINITION 4o The positive integer s = Op(L0 )-r 1s 
called the class of Po 
s may be o<:>, but this 'is the case if and only if P is 
a place ~fa lineo 
THEOREM 2o 
(1) ll p ll 2D r-fold point .Qf F, then the sum 
of the orders of the ]laces of F with centers E! p ll r. 
(11) A pain~ .21: F ll non-singular if and Qnly ll 
it ll lli center .Qf. just one linear placeo 
(iii) The tangents 1.Q Fil~ point p coincide 
with the tangen~~ to F il the pl~c·e2 31Yi th center.§. at Po 
THEOREM 3o If P 1§. s ..'Qlace .Q.f ordfil: r, and ll O hiL§. 
!ln s-fold noint il ~ center p of P, then Op(G )~rs, ~ 
egualit~ holding if and only il ~ tangen~ iQ Pis not 
tangent 1.Q G il p. 
:DEOREM 4. !f p is !! ,221nt of multiplicity r ~!: F and 
s for G, then F and G have at pat least rs intersections, 
·.,,_ 
• I . 
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~ exagtlx rs intersections if 1nd only if n.g tangent !,Q F 
&.t pis tangent to G at Po 
THEOREM 5o ll p 1.§. an ordinary r-fold point Ql.· F, 
the center .Q.! the Qlac.es P1 , •• o,Pr, and 11, for some' s~r, ·· 
0p1(G)~s for e~ch 1, the
n pis.§. point .Q.!'. G .Qf multiplicity 
at least So 
THEOREM 6 (Nother's Theorem)o Let F, o, and H be any 
three a·lgebra.ic curves 1n S20 Le.t F and G have no common -- '"""""""' 
factor, and let each place Pi of F for which Opi(G):>o 
have as its center an ordinarl ri-fold, ri~l, point Q.f F. 
If, for each sucb P1, Op (H).2!.0p (G)-t-r1-l, tnen there i 1 . 
exist polynomials A,B, homogeneous 1n x0 ,x1 ,x2 , such that 
H:::AG+BFo 
2o Rational Functions on a Curve 
2.1. The Field of Rational Functions on a Curve 
DEFINITION 1. Associated with an irreducible curve 
f(x,y)=-0 is the field Qf rational functions on the curve. 
This field, which we denote by ~ , is defined to be 
K( £, f/.), where !. is transcendental over K, and yt 
algebraic over K( {_), satisfying the irreducible equation 
fC{1>1_>=0. •, This construction is· impossible.if f is a 
polynomial in x aloneo But then we must have f = ax+ b, · 
a trivial case, which we shall exclude from consideration. 
/ 
.\. 
.~ 
'. 
, .. 
: 
;"::' 
'\ 
3? 
THEOREM 1. Let x ·be transcendental over K. Then 
ll 1s·omorphic !.Q K(x)[y] , !here I is the 12rincin§l ideal 
I 
·.!n K(x)[y] generated Jrl f(x,y) considered as .iJl irreducible 
p.olynomial in y with coefficieni.§. in K(x). 
THEOREM 2. Any. two elements of ~ are- algebraically 
dependent over K. 
THEOREM 3a A field L over an §lgebraically closed 
field K of characteristic zero is the field of rational 
= ~-- -
----
1:Ynctions .Qll 2 curve !t and onli 1f 
(1) ~ contains fil! element, but no pair of elements, 
... 
algebraically ind~oendent over K, and 
(ii) ~ hM s £!nit.§ basis over K. 
We shall call a field satisfying (1) and (11) an 
admissible field. 
2.2. Invariance of the Field 
If we pass from affine to projective coordinates by 
putting x=x1 /x0 , y:x2 /x0 , it is convenient to make a 
similar change in the representation of ~. We replace 
{ and '7. by E1 / [ 0 and [J/ l 0 • Then the elements of .I: 
can be expressed as rational functions of { 0 , f.1 , f2 , in 
which the numerator and denominator are homogeneous poly-
_ftomials of the s~me degree. 
E, 0 , !1 , {2 are no~ elements of ~ but their ratios 
I 
t 
. i 
I 
' I ,l . I ~ 
. 
'i 
i 
' i 
-+ 
' I 
. ! 
! 
! 
. a 
. i 
-' 
', 1 
! 
I 
. ' . 
t 
' 
' 
·-
.... 
'., ••••• ,•-,c.,a·,•"""''""'<' • -·------.· ............ "'-' .... ···~ .. 
... " 0 
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are. Ir, by a change in coordinates, the variables x,y are 
replaced by • . I I 
\, 
.. 
x' =a1x + b1y+ c1, y' •a2x + b2y+c2 , 
,1 I 
with a1b2-a2b1¢,o, then e. ,Yl_, defined from ! , Y/ by the 
corresponding transformation, are elements of~. Con-
versely, if ~I is th~ field K( &, 1 , Y/. I) defined by the 
new equation .f' (x' ,Y' )= O of the curve, then e,,, 1, e, LI. 
Thus ~ 1 =~. Since a change in projective coordinates 
can be treated similarly, we see that the field I: is 
uniquely determined by the curve. 
2.3. Order of a Rational Function at a Place 
Let Ci,y) be a parametrization of the place P of r. 
-Since we are assuming that f is not of the form ax+ b, x 
must be transcendental over K. Thus K(x) is isomorphic to 
K(x) by Th. 1( ,3, Chap. I). Since we are assuming that 
I 
f(x,y) is irreducible as an element of K(x,y), f(i,Y) is 
irreducible as an element of K(x,y) and therefore as a 
polynomial in y with coefficients in K(x) • 
. 
Let ,v represent "is isomorphic to." Since [ is 
transcendental over K, .... _ ... · 
- /"',,.,; ' ~ (3) K(x)=K(t_)~==-:K(x). 
. ~ 
' 
• 
By Th. 1( ~2.1) and Th. 4( f 3, Chap. I), we have 
.. 
-· 
' , 
l 
i 
' i 
J 
,I': 
(4) - l"'J. --K(x, )t) K(x,y), 
where I is the principal ideal generated by f(x,y)~ · Thus 
from equations (3), (4) it follows immediately that 
K(i,Y)~ K( l ,>1) • 
Since each element g of K(x,y) is a power series with 
a definite order, we can associate this order with the 
corresponding element t of ~ • We call this order the · 
order of cf, at the place P, and denote it by Op(~). 
Op(~) has the same properties as O(°g); namely, 
(1) Op( <j) 'f')= Op( cf;> +Op( f>, 
( 11) Op( </> + lf')~ min lop( cf}) , Op( 'f'il , 
(5) i.: ~ 
(111) Op( (p )= 0 if cj>e K, cf# o, 
(1 v) Op( (p >= ao if and only if 'P=o. 
Op( cp) does not depend on the particular parametri-
zation used to represent P, since O(°g) does not. Op( cp) 
I 
is also independent of the coordinate system. For, if 
4>=~( E ;yt ), ~(x,y)£ K(x,y), then Op(cj))=O( <pci,Y)). 
If we pass to a new coordinate system, we obtain 
q):cp1 ({.,I , yt'), where 
(6) cp 1 (a1 x 't b1y +c1 ,a2x -+-b2y +c2) = <J> (x ,Y). 
-, -, Since the new coordinates (x ,Y) of Pare obt1in~d 
'• ,- ··1, 
-- from the old ones by 
(7) i'=a1i +b1Y+c1 ; Y'=a2i+b2Y+c2 , 
where a1b2-a2b1;6' o, we have q> 1 <~{!I')= q> (i,Y), and so 
39 
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opc<p)=op<~' Ci' ,Y'>>==oc4'ci,Y>>, which means that 
Op{~) remains unchanged. Hence to each place ~of F there 
is associated a function Op( c/>), whose argument ranges over 
~, and whose values inclUde the integers and cc. 
If (io,i1 ,i2 ) are projective coo:r;'dinates of a 
parametrization of P, and if , a 
G( t O ~ !1 , [1 ) G( g ) 
--·-----... -~ 
H ( !,o ' E_i ~ [ i,) =- H ( l ) 
in projective form, we have Op<1>=op{G)-Op(H), where 
Op(G) and Op(H) are defined as in ! 1.4. Since G and H 
are of the same degree, an application of Th. 5( §1.4) is 
the following important theorem: 
, THEOREM 1. The sum Qf. ~ orders of ani non-zero 
element of l:_ il all places Qf. F is zero. 
2.4. Birational Correspondence 
The elements ~ , 11 form a basis for the field ~ of 
the curve f(x,y)=o, but there may exist other bases. 
Suppose that we also have I:= K( t 1 , ">t 1). Then by 
Th. 2( t2.1) there is a relation r• ( ! 1 , Y(J )=o, 
f 1 (x' ,Y' )E K[x• ,y•J o We may assume that f 1 is irreducible. 
For, if f' ... :_is not irreducible, it has finite number of 
irreducible factors, and at least one of 
. 
~, ~' 
equal zero as a functi0n of~ and. L • 
as f 1 • Also, at least one of ~I ,">7.I is 
!. 
the factors must 
Choose this factor~\ 
transce11dental 
I 
I 
.... , ..... -- .. ,-- .. - ... _ - .. ___
 ,....,. ...... , ----. -
over K. 
Since one of !_1 ,Y/_ 1 is transcendental over K, l:.· is 
also the fi~ld of the curve r•cx,y). This relationship 
r. 
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between f and f' is called a birational correspondence, and 
the two curves are said to be birationally eguivalent. 
I I .· . 
Since $_ ,yt E.. K( [., ~), we have t, 1= (p<! , '1), 
I 1L=lf-'( e ,1>, where (p(x,y),lf'(x,y)f:,K(x,y). Consider 
the transformation defined by 
(8) x•=q>Cx,y), y•=r<x,y). 
" Let. be a parametrization of a place P of r. Then 
its 
-, -, 
transform (x:·~,Y ) defined by equations (8) is a parametri-
zation of a place P' off'. 
Similarly, we have an inverse transformation 
(9) x=~1(x',y'), y--f 1(x',y'), 
where 
( 10) t ;)t ( ! ' ' 1' ) ' YI.= t'' ( ! '' 1 ') ' 
which transforms P' back into Po Thus a birational corres-
pondence between two curves induces a one-to-ohe correspond-
ence between their places. 
THEOREM lg If P has! finite center (a,b), and if 
a•=4><a,b), b 1= l/l(a,l)) exist, th,en (a',b') 1§. !w! center 
of P', and conve~seli. 
From Theorem 1 it follows that a birational corres-
pondence between two curves induces a one-to-one corres-
pondence between the points of curves not in a certain 
:-; 
j) 
.. 
:~ 
) 
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finite set. 
The transformation (8) can be written in many different 
. . I 
forms, for a given element l of ~ is expressible in 
many ways as a rational function of g , ~ . Because of the 
isomorphism betvJeen K( [ 9 V1) and K (x ,y), for any place 
(i,y) the transform (x 1 ,y') depends only on the elements 
o-
1 I t and l't_ and not on the particular forms of the rational 
functions ~ and f . 
In projective coordinates equations (8) can be given 
a more convenient form. We have, first of all, 
x]./x~::G1 (x)/G0(x), x;/x~=G2(x)/G0(x) 
as we may evidently reduce the rational functions to a 
common denominator. Here the G1(x) are homogeneous poly-
nomials in x0,x1,x2 of the same degree. 
2.5. Quadratic Tran~formation 
as a Birational Correspondence 
An important type of birational transformation 
arising from the quadratic transformation can be defined 
in affine coordinates by 
(11) X 1 = 1/x, y'= 1/y. 
In fact, .from equations (3)( ~ 4., Chap. III) we have 
I I I I I 
x0c x 1x2 , x1= x0xi, x2:. x0x1 , and therefore x '= x1/x0 = 
x0/x1::::.l/x, y'=x;/x~c.x0/x2=-l/y. If neither i_ nor ~ 
..• 
. .,.. 
[ . 
.... 
r 
I 
~ 
J 
is zero, l = 11 [ and 11..'=1/Y"t are obviously a basis for 
-·-·K:{l ,Yl). Hence the quadratic transformation (11) induces 
a birational transformation on any irreducible curve not 
an irregular line of (11). 
w;··s·ee at once that the definition given int,,· 
Chap. III of the transform of a curve agrees with the one 
given above. The essential part of Th. 2( § 5, Chap. III) 
can now be stated in the following form: 
THEOREM 1. Any irreducible curve ll birat~on~lly 
!.Q.Uivalent .i.Q ~ curve with no singularities but ordinary 
multiple points. 
3. Space Curves 
3.1. Definition of a Space Curve · 
In considering a basis of L , we do not have to 
restrict ourselves to one consisting of only two elements. 
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Let I:=KCE.1 , ••• ,c!)'\), where [).=4',4C{,~>, i l, ••• ,n, 
and 
t.::q, ct, , ... ,E.n>, rt='f < t, ,;;~,l>,>, 
with 'P...t<x,y)£K(x,y), q>c:x):=4'(x1,•••,:xn)E. KC:x1,•••,xn), 
\(Cx)CK(x1,•••,xn>• Then as in !2.4, a parametrization 
(i,Y) of a place P or f corresponds to a set Ci1 , ••• ,in)=r(i) 
of power series, not all of which are constants. 
' We regard (x) as the affine coordinates of a para- ·I 
m!trization of an irreducible algebraic curve C in Sn, and 
,.. 
-O C • •• ••, _· ... ·---,·~- - • - -
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·a set of equivalent parametrizations as a place P of C. 
Corresponding projective coordinates of Pare then 
I 
<'Y0 ,Y1 , ••• ,Yn>, wherefi/y0=ii~ As inf 1.2, we can choose 
y's so that min ocY1 >==o. Then (11(0)). is a point of Sn and 
is called the center. 
The points of Sn that are the centers of places of C 
will be called points of c, and by the curve C itself we 
shall mean the set of all its pointso The term "space 
curve" is usually applied to C if we wish to emphasize 
that it is not necessarily a plane curve. It will be shown 
later that this terminology is justified since the set of 
points of C determines the set of places of C. At present 
we may regard C as being the set of all its places rather 
than its pointso 
Everything that was said about plane curves in :J 2 
can be extended, with suitable changes, to space curves. In 
particular, we consider birational. correspondences between 
; ~ 
any two curves in the same field. These ate defined by 
equations of the type ! ~ = cp,. ( !, .i , ..• , l,, ) , j =1, ... ,n, or 
..J j I 
in projective coordinates by tj .=:Gj(l0 , ••• ,!.>'\), 
j =o,. •.• ,n. Each admissible field :r: therefore determines 
a class of birationally equivalent curves. 
There is one curve corresponding to each basis of ~ 
.. 
over K, and conversely each curve corresponds to at least 
one such basis. 
' • I 
I 
! 
' I 
1 
• 
• I 
I 
I 
! 
.. . . 
t 
f 
r • •,." •, • • 
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- .. THEOREM 1. A set of po1e~ series (x1 , ••• ,xn) !! .! · 
parametrization .Q.f C 1f and ogl)! .U ~h~r..g is fil! i§._Qfil9rphism 
between ~ and K(i1, ••• ,in) in which [~ corresponds to i1• 
3.2 Rational Transformations on a Curve 
Let C be a curve in Sn associated with the basis 
! 1 '° o. , ! )'). of its field !: , and let 
(12) Ylj =cf;j<l, , .• o,t'tl>=~j<l. ), j:l, ••• ,m 
be arbitrary elements of l: . Then the field 
r l:, := K( '(.I, o o o, '(~) is a subfield of ~. There are two 
cases to consider: 
(i) I:, 1 • K. Here each 4>J ( i.,,)-. K, and so we may 
assume that Q)j(x):=ajeK. 
(ii) '2: 1 is transcendental over K. In this case 
~ 1 is an admissible field, and so the basis ~I ,•••,7'M. 
determines a curve C' in Sm• 
We say that the equations 
(13) Yj=~j(x), j=l, ••• ,m, 
determine a rational transformation of C into the point (a) 
in case (1) 7 and into the curve C' in case (11). 
InJprojective coordinates, we can, as in the case of a 
birational transformation, reduce {13) to the form 
(14) Yj='Gj(x0 , ••• ,x0 ), j==o, ••• ,m, 
where the Gj are homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. 
Conversely, every set of equations of this form determines 
·'\ 
a rational transformation of c, unless Gj is of infinite 
order at every place of C. For, if G0 , say, has finite 
order at X, t}ien Gi(i)/G0 (i)EKCi1/i0 , ••• ,Xn/ i 0 ), and so 
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, <P.,1.=Gi(i,)/Go<.!)EK<i1llo,•••, l'fo.llo> • 
THEOREM 1~ Equations (13) transform eaph place of C 
into A J21ace .Qf C'. 
Let us investigate the relation between L and L.-1• 
. 
' . 
We know of course that L.:) 2': .. Since 
L=K<l, , ... , c!>,>, we also have (since K cZ 1 >; 
' ' " ' ~1 L :=. :r_ ( e.. 1, ••• , c:::,,,). 2 · contains an element trans-
cendental over K (not one of the !.l ) , and 2. contains 
no pair of elements algebraically independent over K. Hence 
each l;... must be algebraic over L 1 , and so by 
Th. 7 ( ~ 3, Chap. I), ~ is a simple algebraic extension 
of ~I. Let )J be the degree of this extension. We then 
have 
THEOREM 2. A .Qla.se .Qf C' ll the .Y:ansform 9!_}-'{ ,gl:-aces 
.Q1 C, where 1 ~ .f'l:SV, and ibere 1.§ only i! f'ini te ·7et .Qf 
glaces ~ C I for wpich )A <Y. 
THEOREM 3. ll C' 1§. E rational transform of c, and it 
there 1§. an infinit~ set .Qf filaces .Qf C', each of which is 
the transform of just one ~l~ce .Qf c, then~ transformation 
from c 12 c• ll.birational. 
.··,_ 
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CHAPTER V 
LINEAR SERIES 
i, 
1. Linear Series 
1.1. Cycles and Series 
', 
A c1cle is a symbolic sum n1P1 -t-n2P2+ ... +nkPk, or 
:Z: ni Pi, the P's being places of a curve F and the n's non- · 
negative integers. It will often be useful to designate a 
cycle by L np1', ~ where the. summation includes all places P 
of F; but np= O for all but a finite set of places P. In 
this notation, two cycles L npP and L mpP are defined to 
be equal if and only if np=mp for all P. As usual, we 
define 2 npP + L. mpP =L (np+ mp)P, r ~ nPP\~L (rnp)P, 
and ~ npP~ L mpP~Lcnp-mp)P, provided np-mp~O for all P. 
If np=-0 for all P, the cycle~ npP has the usual proper-
ties of a zero element, and will be designated by o. For 
any cycle ~ npP, the non-negative integer ~=~ np is 
. 
called the order of the cycle. 
If A=~npP and B=~mpP are two cycles, we shall 
say that A contains B if Ap~mp tor each P. Another way of 
expressing this condition is to say that A-Bis a cycle. 
If G=-0 is any curve not having F as a component, the 
curve G {or the polynomial G) is said to intersect Fin the 
47 
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One immediate consequence of this definition is that a 
curve of order m' intersects F, of order m,. in a cycle of 
c,rder mm•·, since mm•=~Op(G)-=2:'np (Bezout•s Tho, Th. 4, 
1.4, Chap. IV) o Another is that the cycle. in which GH 
intersects Fis the sum of the cycles in which G and H 
separately intersect F. In fact, let L Sp be the order of 
the cycle ~ spP in which GH intersects Fo Since 
Sp='Op(G)+ Op(H)= np+mp, we have L sp=L° (np+ mp)="' 
Lnp-r 'i: mp• 
If G intersects Fin a cycle B which contains a cycle 
A, we say that G cuts out A; that is, G cuts out ~npP 
if and only if Op(G)~np. 
~ 
Let r ~·G1~ 0 be a linear system of curves of order 0 A 
m', and for brevity let G.>,. stand for ~ A;,,.Oi• We consider 
I . 
only those values of the As for which G~ does not have F 
as a component, and let A)\ designate the cycle in which G~ 
intersects F o The set of cycles A~ is called a linear 
ser~es on F, and we say that ~ Ai Gi intersects F in this 
linear series. 
We shall generalize this definition of a linear series. 
Let GA intersect F in A),.. , and suppose that A A is expres-
sible in the form B"+c, where C is a cycle independent 
of the A's; C is called a fixed cycle e Then the set of 
'cycles B ~ is also called a linear series, and is said to 
.. ··,:> 
...... 
be cut out on F by the system G). e o. By allowing C to be 
zero, this includes the original definition of a linear 
series. · 
. " 
, 
If A>,.= B). + C, then the order of B). is equal to the 
order of A).. minus the order of C. But A>. , being the 
intersection of curves of orders m and m', is of order mm', 
which is independent of the >..1 s, and so we may speak of 
the order of a linear series, meaning thereby the order of 
any one of its cycles. 
Let P0 be a place of F with center p. S
uppose in the 
a hove discussion A).=- B).. + P0 for all A>. ; that is, we 
choose C =Po o Then P0 , not appearing in P ~ , is called 
a fixed place and p a fixed point of the series. 
1.2. Dimension of a Linear Series 
THEOREM 1. Let r .Q! 1b.2 dimension .Qf the linear system 
1.1. If q -t-1, 0~ q .s'r, independent 
curves of r:A;.Gi intersect F lD tbe pame cycle, then q 
independent curves of ~ ~~Gi contain Fas~ component, 
iW5l converselyo .. 1\._ . '' 
PROOF. Let s=r-q. We may assume that the q+l 
independent curves that intersect Fin the cycle A are 
' 
Gs, G5 +1 , ••• , Gr, and consider the curves °'Gs+6Gs+k,
 
k=l,•oo,Q• If Pis any place of Fnot in A, there exist 
., 
', 
~·-
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,._:. ·,,.,· 
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• 
Values of .C. I<' {3K so that c:XI<, Bfc are not both zero and · 
°'KGs t- Bk Gst-k is of positive order V at Po In fact, iet 
gi be the associate of Gi• Then by Th. 3( § 1.2, Chapo IV) 
we may choose a parametrization (x,y) of a place P of F 
in a suitable coordinate system so that Op(x))0 9 Op(y)) O. 
Since gi consists of a constant plus positive powers of x,y, 
Op(g1)~ o. But Op(G1)= Op(g1), and Op(G1) · is independent of 
the choice of coordinate systemo So Op(Gi)~Oo If 
Op(Gs)>o and Op(Gs+k>>o, then Op(o<kGs+B1<Gs+k>>o for 
any choice of °'K, (3K• But suppose one of the above, say 
G8 is of order zero. Then choose O<.~o. Suppose Op(G 5 )=- O 
and Op(Gs+k)='O. Let a 9 and as-,.k be the first terms of G9 
and Gsrk respectivelyo Choose a(.ic., Bk so that 
olk. a 5 + B l<. a s+ k = 0. 
The sum of the orders of o<.i....Gs + Bl<.Gs+-k at all the 
places of Fis therefore 
(order at places of Fin A)~(order at places of F not in A)= 
(order of A)-rY=mm•+V>mm', 
and so -X 1~G8 -t- g1<Gs+k has F for a component (Th. 5, f 1.4, 
Chapo IV) o 
Since for each k, o<.k and Bk are not both zero, the 
curves °'1<. G5 + ~k Gs+k are linearly independento In fact, 
otherwise we would have L \ (o<.k. Gs+ B~ Gstk)=o, Ok¢ o, 
w k 
,,-,- or ~ ( Di~ o<.k Gs+ 'ok 6k Gs"i'k)-= o, where not all the coeffi-
k 
cients of G9 and Gs+k are zero. Therefore the G5 , GsTk are 
( 
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depe_ndent, contrary to hypothesis o We have now proven the 
_ first part of the theorem and shall prove the converseo 
Let q independent curves of ~.A;.Gi, say G1,•••,Gq, 
,' ' have F for a common component. Let G be another curve of 
L A.x,Gi independent of a1 , ••• ,Gq• Then as ahown earlier' 
G,G+G1,G+G2, ••• ,GT'Gq are linearly independent. We assume 
that there is a G that does not have Fas a componento ' 
Otherwise G~ would have Fas a component, and earlier we 
excluded such GA ::;:;:L ~;.. Gi from the discussion. 
Let G intersect Fin A. Since F/Czic, k=l,.e.,q, 
Op(Gk)==oO. Hence G+Gk intersects Fin A. 
COROLLARY. Am linear s~riea can be cut out ll ! 
&Y&tem G >-= ~ ~ Gi, !n which there are ill? curves containing 
F ll ! compon~nto .!n this case each curve cuts out~ cycle 
.Q! the. series, and each cycle of the series g cut out .QZ 
It ! unique curveo 
PROOF. Let f:. A j_ Gi cut out .a series B. Let q be the 
0 
maximim number of independent curves having Fas a com-
ponent, and let Gr+itooo,Gr' be a set of SUGh curves, where 
r=r•c::aqo Any other curve G having Fas a component is 
dependent upon the Gr~l'ooo,Gr•• Hence the linear system 
..t. . 
L>.; G1 contains no curve with F as a componento 
~·o ~ -
In order to show that G0 , ••• ,Gr do not contain Fas a 
. -:.,i._-_. - ~~L:: 
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component, let G >-= ~),. ..t Gi be a particular curve of the 
system. Then G)\ intersects Fin a cycle B~. Since we 
may write 
'"'' G "=: ~ )\J. Gi, 
" ,J.:: 0 . ' 
where ~== O for r+ l~i~r', G ~ is in f }.. ;1... G1, and h8nee J.CD 
B ,>-. is in B. \ r 
Suppose any two .distinct curves of fr. A .l Gi intersect 
Fin the same cycle. Since the curves are distinct (not 
multiples of each other), they are independento Hence from 
r 
Th. 1, there is a curve of ~ A;. G1 with F as a component-A..=D 
a contradiction • 
.... 
When LA;_ G1 has the property stated in the corollary, 
;..w 0 
the integer r which is the dimension of the system of curves, 
is called the gimension .Qf the linear series. A series of 
order n and dimension r is designated by gr. n 
2. Complete Series 
.- ..... ·--- .. -... 2 • 1. Virtual Cycles 
We shall now consider the problem of whether the 
dimension of a linear series is uniqueo 
,1 '" __ ,....,, ,11 
I ~ 
' 
We extend the definition of a cycle to allow arbitrary .7 
integer coefficientso Then the set of all cycles forms a 
commutative group with respect to addition. 
A cycle with no negative coefficients will ba said to 
• 
be effective. A cycle with one or moPe negative 
! . 
i 
,, 
' 
' ! 
' t -, 
! ' 
. 
l 
.l 
coefficients is said to be virtual. 
-----
If <p is any non-zero element of L we define, as 
before, the cycle in which cp intersects F to be the cycle 
• 
~ npP, where Op(~ )==np. Then a restatement of Tho 1( § 2.3, 
Chap. IV) is that every noncczero element of L intersects F 
in a cycle of order zeroo 
THEOREM lo The only elements of L that intersect F 
1D the cycle Oare the non-zero constantso 
PROOFo That q:> intersects F in O means that Op(¢, )=O 
for every Po Let Po be any place of F, and let a.¢0 be the 
constant term in the expansion of cf, at Po. Then 
OPo Cq:>-a)>o, while still Op(q~ -a)~ 0 for every P. 
Therefore ~ Op( <P-a) > o, and hence 4' =a by Th. 1 ( t 2. 3, 
Chap. IV). 
COROLLARY. If ~ and '/' intersect F 1n the same cxcJ.!, 
then ¢=a 'f, where a~ K and a;i:'o. 
PROOF. We may assume that ~Y.,.¢0. Form Y= ~/'f'. 
Then Op('( )=Op( cJ') )=Op( r>. Thus Y intersects F in a 
cycle that is the difference between the intersections or 
4:> and r with F. Hence ¢,!i./1 intersects Fin the zero 
cycle, and <Plt./l=aE:K, a;l=o, or (/)=al./-'. 
\ 
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2.,2. Effective and Virtual Series 
Let 4>0 ., ~ 1 , ••• , 4>r be elements of ~ linearly in-
dependent over K. · Then L ~ <f,~o for any set of 
cOnstants AA not all zero~ and so ~ ).,.i. cp ~ intersects F 'in 
a cycle A~. As before let A A= B ~ + c, where now C can be 
any cycleo The set of all cycles B~ will again be called a 
linear series of dimension r, effective if all B)\ are 1 : 
effective, and otherwise virtualo 
We shall first of all justify this extension of the 
term "linear series" by showing that the series as 
originally de-fined coincide with effective series in the new 
.. 
definition and have the same dimensions. Let G.>. = Z. ~A. Gi 
A..==" 
r 
intersect F in A). , and let gn consist 
A,>..=B)\+c. Let t;.=Gi([)/G0C{). 
of B~ , where 
Then ~ A;. (p A,. 
intersects Fin A ~-A0 , where Ao is the intersection of F 
with G0 , and so ~ )_.;...Cf>;. intersects F in B). -t- C', where 
CI= CcaAoo Hence any member of the linear series determined 
by GA is a member of the linear series determined by the 
~l· 
Conversely, let i: ~~ cP,,.: intersect F in B ~ + C, all 
the BA being effective. The <f)A.- can all be expressed in 
the form Gi ( t )/G ( f), the ri~ 1 s being homogeneous 
polynomial·s of the same degreeo 
PROOF. We know from j 2.2, Chap. IV that 
- <P)..=Gi<t>IH1 C[), where degree Gi=degree Hi• Let 
·' 
• °'.- .. _-, .. - •-,,, : .. _ :... .,._,,_~,- k : • .:. • • -
4 .. - ......... ~~----·-- •< "' ( 0 0 ••• ~ U) O.>-V0-'"-"--~;,::-.r,. ... '.:~, ...... .,,,.· .... .,,,,·..,, ,:,-.a 'I'--f.':. 'V.-r-~~-:_-. 
. . 
G==locod. H1, and G(l, )=-~1({ )H1Cl ). Then 
(~'.'--:? 
tpJ,. = G1 <f. )H1 ( t_, )/Hi C{ )H1 ({ )= a1 ( { )/G(t), 
' 
where the degree of the numerator equals the degree of the 
denominatoro 
. 
Let A be the cycle in which G intersects F. Since 
Op(G)~O and G is a common denominator for the cJ,.,t., we may 
add factors to G until the order of G is so high at all the 
places appearing in C that C-t-A is effec·tive. Let D"' be 
the cycle in which I:>-.;... Gi intersects F o Then 
,.-~···~·· 
B} + C.: D >. -A , or DA :: BA+ ( C +- A ) o 
Hence any member of the linear series determined by the 4'~ 
is a member of the series determined by the G1. 
We have therefore only to show that the definitions of 
the dimensions agree, or if ~.A.=G1([)/G(£), i=o, ••• ,r, 
a linear combination of the c/>;, is zero if and only if a 
linear combination of the Gi(x) is divisible by Fo For, if 
the linear series determined by the 1;.,is of dimension r, 
then the <P ~ are independent 9 and therefore no linear com-
bination, of the G1(x) is divisible by Fo Hence no G1(x) nor 
any element of ~A~Gi is divisible by F, and the dimension 
.-t..= 0 
of its linear series is ro 
If f A,Gi determines a linear series of dimension r, 
A :Q N 
V' 
no element of ~-,\./ Gi is divisible by F o Therefore no 
,<..:o ~ 
linear combination of the </>.,t, is zero; that is, the ¢.,;: are 
independent and determine a series of dimension r. 
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We shal.l now show that a linear combination of the· (p,;_ 
is zero if and only if a linear combination of the 01 (x) is "i 
I 
divisible by F. In fact, let f.. A..l ~A-=o • . Then 
.A.. =o 
r ~ 
LA: Gi ( t )/G( t )=O, and therefore z= >.AGi cg )=o. But 
A.;:: 0 ;,,... · .A. : ~ 
from the definition of .L in ~2ol, Chap. IV and from 
Th. 1( § 2ol, Chap. IV) and Tho 2( § 3, Chap. I) 
r r Z:. )...Gi ( ~ )=O if and only if F(x) ~ ).,i. G(x) • 
..-\.=O A A.,: ~ 
~ 
THEOREM 1. .ll Z:, A.(/),. intersects F in B~ + c1 and 
C, A ~ 
t-JA,-j ~ intersects F .!n B,M + c2 , where the set Qf. C:£cles 
B). is the same as the set~, thenr=s. 
PROOF. Let ~.J be a member of the first set of functions 
intersecting F in B+ c1 , and lf' the member of the second set 
inter sec ting F in B+ c2 o It '-r'.
1 
= tl, · ,h / ll.l then j 7j'f ,, 
/ 
j ' ~ ~ 
~Yj \f" =-rl'f (~fl· ~:), and ·therefore 
J; j / ~,j s 
Op( L. ,U· 'f· )=Op( ~)-Op( 'f)+Op( ~ ,U· 'f; ). Hence 
s o I j j o/ J j . 
~f-j ~ 1 intersects F in B+ C1-(B +c2 )-t-B.)-1. + C2= 1;µ. + C1. 
I For each j 9 LI;; intersects Fin a cycle, which is 
identical with that in whi6h Fis intersected by some member 
,+. I ~ , ;._ 11.il _ ~ w ..;.. j of L..A.,.:,lfl~· In fact, j-L;-/u.1< 'k' µk=O, j,-k. 
stant. Sik t I intersects F in some B.)A, + c1, and Bfa 
:! . 
. 
... 
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equals some B)- , t I intersects F in a B),. + c1 , which is the 
intersection of some 
§ 2.1, we then have 
therefore dependent on the -(pj • Thus s !: r; for certainly, 
due to 't1= ~· cP I'll, the · lf,i a~e independent if and only if 
I the ~ are. Similarly r~s and hence r=-s. 
From the method of proving the above theorem we can 
obtain further insight into the nature of a linear series. 
To each cycle of the series there correspond sets of ). 1 s 
and of )A 1s, each set being unique to within a constant 
multiple, by Th.1, Cor., j 2.1. If we put ~ 1:::::f. af 't, 
then the A1 s and j)--/ s corresponding to the same cycle are 
related by 
j 
(1) .A;=Z: a 1 )).; o ~ j , J 
In fact, we have ~'= ~- 4> I 'f. Form 
f f\f ~/ f ?j ~- 4>;~. 
If the F's are chosen so that f fA-j ~= 'f, then 
w,1t P 1 f z.atr., 
L;,tj· 'f.1= ~. Thus ~ J.J.J.(~ af <f)~ )= ~A;., cf;,..:., which i ,· · 
j j ;j / ' -1,. .t 
/. 
'· 
: . ' 
. ~ -•-, .. -
. I 
\ implies equation (l)o 
Since 4>4 and If;. are interchangeable, this process 
is reversible and therefore lail.;=o; that is, the coeffi-
cients of combination of the Tational functions cutting out 
a series act as projective c(\ordinates in a uniquely defined 
Sr whose points are the cycles of the series. 
2o3o Complete Series 
THEOREM 1. r Two cycles B1 and B2 can~ considered u 
elements .Qi.the same series ll and onlx it there ll 2 
<pe ~ in~ersecting F 11! B1 =B2 o 
PROOF o If (/> intersects F in B1-B2 , let the rational 
functions A. 0 cp + A11 intersect F in BA+ c. Let us choose 
cc-B2• This will then determine the B).·· Then for )-0 =1, 
>-. 1 = O we have B >-= B1 , and f.or A0=0, ). 1 ==l we have 
B). ==B2• Therefore B1 and B2 are in the series composed of 
the B~ o 
Conversely, if l:: ~L cj,.i intersects F in B ~ + C, where 
B1 and B2 are among the B)I., we may assume that ~o inter-
sects F in B1 +c and <./>1 in B2-t- c. Then <f>• q;l,!cp, inter-
sects Fin B1-B2 • 
. This theor• has some interesting consequences. We 
' . 
. , 
I .• ' 
.I 
' . 
'j 
shall say that B1 and B2 are equivalent, writing B1 • ·B2, 
if they are members of the same serieso Since any non~zero 
constant intersects F in o:B-B, we have B:::r Bo If 4, 
intersects F in B1-B2 , then cp-1 intersects F in B2-B1 , 
and so B1 = Bf implies B2 = B1. And finally, if 4' inter-
sects F in B1-B2 and 'f ih B2-B3, then 4' If intersects F in 
. (B1-B2)+B2-B3=B1-B3o That is, B1 - B2 , B2 - B3, imply 
B1 B3o Hence this equivalence is reflexive, symmetric 
and transitive, and the cycles on F fall into equivalence 
classes o 
If cp1 intersects F in Ai -B1 and 'Pa in A2-B2 , then 
.. c:1>1 cPa_ intersects Fin (A1-B1 )+(A2-B2)=(AfTA2 )-(B1+B2 ). 
I~ 
Hence A1,i= B1, A2:5. B2, imply A1-t-A2:i! B1+ B2• If follows 
that if we designate the equivalence class containing A by 
{A} , then f A-tB} is uniquely determined by {A J and 
[B} . If we define f A} + [B} to be { A +B} the set of 
classes forms a commutative group with respect to addition. 
[o} is the zero element, - [A~ =[·A} 
Cycles of th'e'same equivalence class have the same order, 
and so we can associate the order with the class. 
• 
I 
.1 l . 
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THEOREM 2. If g~ ll errectiye, t}len rS n. 
PROOF. Suppose r>n, and let gr be cut out by the 
n 
~ 
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system G>.. = L ~.A,Gi, Wnere there are no curves containing F 
el 
as a component~*· 
There are an infinite number of points of, F, and each 
is the center of at least one place Po But for a particular 
G1, L°Op(G1) is finite and positiveo Hence given o1 , there 
are an infinite number of places Pat which Op(G1) is not 
positiveo 
Let us drop the o1 that are not of positive order and 
form a new G'>,. =~AA, 01, a linear system of dimension at 
most r-lo Furthermore, every element of G~ is of positive 
order at P. G' >-. cuts out on Fa subseries of g~. If we 
r' r' 
remove P, we are left with gn' where r'.Sr-1, n'.S n-1. gn' 
r is effective since it is a subseries of gn• 
r•• Continuing in this manner we eventually obtain a g0 
with r"S r=-n, r-n>Oo But the only effective cycle of order 
0 is the zero cycle. This forms a projective space with only 
one element, and therefore must be of dimension zeroo Hence 
r":O and r' no 
-
-THEOR~t 3o The set£!: all effective cycles_!!!!!! 
eguivalence class {AJ 1.2 s. linear series. 
' 
' 
(. 
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PROOF. If B0 , o o o ,Br are ef fee ti ve cycles of {A} , let 
¢1. intersect F in Bi-Boo If B0== ~ npP, then the ef'fect-
iveness or Bi is equivalent to the condition that 
Op((pl)~ -npo But if this last condition is satisfied by 
each 4);,., it is also satisfied by any linear combination of 
the <p;, o Hence, if LA,;..~..,:, intersects F in B.>,. -B0 , the 
B.>,. 's constitute an effective series. 
If the set of B )\ 's contains all the effective cycles 
of [ A} , the theorem is proven. If not, let 4'r-+t inter-
sect F in Br+l ~B0 , where Br+l is not a B )I. o Then 
r+I 
(p1r+I cannot be dependent on </)0 ,. o., cp r-, and so A~ ).A, cj)~ 
cuts out an effective series of dimension r +10 Because of 
Tho 2 this process cannot be continued indefinitely, and hence 
the theorem is proveno 
DEFINITION lo Associated with each class of equivalent 
cycles there is therefore a unique maximal effective series 
(perhaps empty)o Such a series is called a complete serieso 
Since any cycle A belongs to a unique class, it determines a 
unique complete series, designated by JAi. If A is effect-
ive, it is an element of /Alo 
A=:B implies /A/=IB/. Conversely, however, IAJ::: IB I 
does not imply A= B. If C is a cycle of /AI and therefore 
of /Bl, we have A=-=c, B=c, and so A-Bo But if /A/, or 
. · ............... 
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t 
JBI , ·1s the empty set there exists no such C, and so nothing 
is concludedo -------··· 
Some of the properties of complete series that follow 
immediately from the definition are given in~ 
. 
THEOREM 4o (i) An effective linear series gr is n-
contained .!!! !! unique complete series ,g:, with R~ r; in tile 
sense of ~gjec~iv~ spaces, g~ la~ subspace .Qf g:. 
Q 
r s (ii) .ll two effective series gn and gn have~ common 
cycle~ they are contained.!!! the same comp!gt~ serieso 
(iii) If IAI and IBI are any non~empti complete series, 
th~ £.QJDJ21~1~ §7~r.t§"§. / A+ BI il, !!Il!fl!!tlY ge~ermined ~ I A I and 
" 
\B \ .el!£! £QJ1t.~ __ j.p2 al:L _thg ™ Qf 2 uclg Q[ )Al with .a cycle 
of Bo 
_,
PROOFo (1) g~ belongs to an equivalence class [A}, 
and f A} has a complete series /AI =g~o From the proof of 
(ii) r s Let B be the common cycle of gn and gnj and A any 
r 
element of gno Then A:= Bo s Let C be any element of gno 
Then B=' Co --- r s Therefore A - C, which implies that gn and gn 
belong to the same equivalence class [B], and hence to the 
~ .. --- ---..... 
same complete series / Bf o 
(111) If A1 is any element of I A I and B1 any element 
of I B / , then A 1 € [ A } ? B1 E [ B} • Thus A 1 + B1 €. [ A "t B } • 
( 
•,;. 
r 
Since A1 ;- Bi is an effective cycle, A1 + B1E I A-+-B I, where 
JA+BI ,is uniquely determined by /Al and JB/o 
THEOREM 5o r Let gn B,!! any effective series, and A @U 
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effective eye le o If g ll the s.et .Q!: all effective cycles -B 
r 
sug!] that A-t-B is! £YCle . .2.f gn, then g is! linear series, 
r 
and is comHlete for~ complete gno 
PROOFo Let G intersect F in B '>-'t C, where the B~ are 
the cycles of g~o The G)-l 's 9 which intersect Fin cycles of 
the form ~ i- A+C, form a linear systemo In fact, we 
simply take the maximum number of linearly independent~, 
~ 
say Go,Qoo~Gr~ and form the linear system GM...: ;fdAA.·G10 If /- - J.,::tJ./ ~ 
G = ~ p;. Gi is an element of the system, G intersects F in a 
cycle D. Let D=(D-A-C)+A+Co Then ~-=D-A-C. 
So the set of ~ is a linear series g'. Evidently, 
g I C. go On the other hand, if B is any element of g 7 then 
there is a GA intersecting Fin B+A+c, and so this G.>. is 
one of the '!,u, and Bis an element of g 1 o Hence g:=g'o 
Finally, if g is not complete, there is a B1 BE:.gj but 
r 
so gn is not completeo 
r 
The series g is designated by gtl-Aj and is called the 
r 
residue of gn with respect to Ao It will be empty if no 
• 
V 
r 
l ' 
I 
. ·I . ··' , 
"' ' 
I 
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cycle of g~ contains A. If g~.:::; )D \ , and A - A' , then 
r r · ) I gn-A=gn-A'= D-A o .Hence we can speak of the res:idue of 
· \DI with respect to /A/. 
- 3. Invariance of Linear Series 
In the above d~scussion, the basic curve F played ~no 
essential role whatevero Cycles are:defined in terms of 
orders of rational functions at places, and these are 
properties of~ rather than of Fo And the remaining 
concepts, linear series, effective series, order, dimension, 
equivalence, and complete series, are all defined directly 
in terms of ~o It follows that any cycle or series on F 
" has an exact analogue on any birational transform of F. 
.. , 
There are three important consequences of this observation: 
(i) We can consider linear series on space curves as 
well as on plane curves: 
Let L=K(€
1 
, ••• ,!.>\),where [ 1, ••• ,[f'\ are a basis 
for To Let c.po,¢, ,ooo,cPr- be elements of K<t, ,•o•,tn) 
linearly independent over K. Then ~ ~...-\,,cp~~O fo~ any set 
of cOnstants A~ not all zero and so Z. .>....:. ~ intersects 
F( ~1,000, xn) in a cycle A~o As before, let 
A)-= B.>-+ C 7 where C is any cycle o The set of B ~ will 
again be called a linear series of dimension r, effective if 
all B ~ are effective, and otherwise virtual • 
. , 
' 
J I l 
, . 
... _ ··,·: 
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The argument of Sec. 2.2 can now be altered to show 
r that every gn on a curve C in Sk can be cut out by a system 
r 
of homogeneous polynomials ~ }~G1 (x0 , ••• ,xk) none of which 
vanishes at all points of C by merely substituting 
<!0 , ••• , liJ for <f.0 ,~1 ,i.;..>• 
(ii) Any entitj related to a curve F and defined 
entirely in terms of linear seri~s on F will be the same for 
any durve birationally equivalent to F. 
(111) In investigating these birational invariants it 
is immaterial which of the class of birationally equivalent 
curves we use. 
4. Rational Transformations Associated -1th Linear Series 
4.1. Correspondence between Transformations 
and Linear Series 
Let C be an irreducible curve in Sm, ~ being its field 
R 
of rational functions. Let G}.=~~:{Gj(x) intersect C in 
the cycle A>-.+ B, where the A A form an effective series gn 
.. 
having no fixed points. We associate with gn the rational 
transformation yj==Gj(x). 
r 
.., 
We first prove that the transform C' of C is a curve in 
SR if and only if n) o. The necessary condition for C' to 
be a curve is that at least one of the elements Gi ( g ) /G j ( f.) 
..• 
. ... ·.,. ,· : 
'· .. · 
' 
•• 
.•. 
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of L. is not a constant ( § 3.2, ·Chap. IV). Suppose 
G1 ( l>!G0 ([ )4"K, and let G0 (x) and G1 (x) intersect C_ in 
A
0 
+B respectivelyo Then G1 ( l )/G0 ( l_) intersects C in 
A1-A0 • Since G1Cf)!G0 C[){fK, there is at least one place 
Pat which Op(G1(l,)/G0 (!,.))=/=o. · Thus A1-A0#o, and A1 and 
Ao are not both zero. Since the zero cycle is the only 
I 
effective cycle of or·aer o, we must have n >o. 
Conversely, if n > 0, there exist two polynomials 
L ).. j G j , say G0 and G1 , which do not intersect C in the 
same cycle. Then G1(£)/G0 ( E.> does not intersect C in the 
zero cycle, and so is not an element of K. It follows that 
C' is a curve. 
We shall in the future consider only the case n>O. 
Let the gn above be of dimension r. Combining the 
results of § 1. 2 and § 2.2 we see that the basic elements 
. 
Gj of the system G).. can be chosen in such a way that if 
¢j= Gj ( t )/G0 ( l), we have cp0 , ••• , 'Pt- independent over K 
and ¢ .... "'~ ... = ¢R-=o. In fact, from Th.l, Cor., § 1.2, gn 
can be cut out by a system, in which Gr-rl=Grt- 2= .. ~=GR=o, 
and G1 , ••.• ,Gr are independent. Let us choose this set of 
Gj's for the rational transformation yj==Gj(x). Then 
¢.,.+
1 
= ... = cf)R=o. From '~ 2.2, ¢1 , ••• , ¢ .. are independent 
.,. 
. I 
', 
~- . . 
......... ,..,., .... \•'' , ... 
I . . 
•~•-.,i· 1, ', " I ' I 
. ,. ··, 
over K. It follows that every point and every parametri-
jat1pn of C' will have its last R-r coordinates equal to 
zeroo We can therefore consider the curve C' as lying in 
the Sr defined by Yr-..l= •o•=-yR=-o, and so limit ourselves 
!• 
to the case in Vihich R:::ro 
r C' is not determined directly by the gn but by the 
6? 
.. r· polynomials GA that cut out gn. We shall now show that the 
same C0 is obtained if we consider a different system of 
r r 
polynomials cutting out gno Let 1,:.µ.==~;,<-.,t,Hi intersect C 
r in AJA.+ B', where the ~ are the cycles of gn• Letting 
~ == Hj ( &.>1H0 ( t) we may have that 
\ In fact, we have in § 2.2 that ~ = j· f;4J and 
~'=-fa~ (pl< where l.f and cfJ determine the same cicle of 
g~. Then {a~ tj)k= ~tr;~, or ~==-c¢,!~)f a~~, 
which gives (2) by putting cf>; 'f =$. 
By properly choosing the basic polynomials of the 
system G)... ( t~is corresponds to a change of coordinates .in 
Sr) we can reduce these equations to the form ~· =Gt·· 
~ I I ~ k 1h 
In fact, choose ~·=~ in Sr, so that from ~=f aj .,..,k 
k- rk 
we have aj-- ~·, the Kronecker delta. Then 
. :1 
~ .. • 
~ =e~'=-G'Pj· ~=-Ho(!)IHo<l>=-1 and 
-
-· •.. "t 
• 
.... ~. ••'1 "'l·· ..... 
. I 
I ~ ·, 
... 
;,-;..;. 
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{p0 = G0 ( g )/G0 ( l )=1. Thus lf0 = <p0 = 1, and so 6)= 1. 
Hence ~· .=cpj. , and we obtain the same C' from both systems 
of polynomials. 
I'"~--
. . 
If we start with an.arbitrary rational transformation 
... .... ~~.) 
of a curve C, -'> 
yj=Gj(x), 
then f ··\JG j intersects C in A).+ B, where the A)..' s form 
an effective g~ with no fixed points. Two sets of polyno-
mials determining the same ratio·nal transformation of C 
determine the same set of rational functions <pk defined as 
above. Also, the cj);_•s determine the linear series unique-
ly, for if the intersection of q)>,. could be expressed in 
the form B)... -B0 , we would have A)... -A0= B A-B0 or 
. 
.. 
A)..-+- B0=- B):. T' A0 • Since by assumption there are no places 
common to all the A A nor to all the B >,. this implies that 
A0 =B0 , A').. =-B),.. These conclusions are summarized in 
THEOREM lo There 1.§ 2 one-to-one correspondence~-
tween the rational transformations of an irreducible curve C 
~illllilol::. -- - .........,_._ ............. __
1Q~Q cury.s§. gg~ ~he effective seri..§..§. of 12.Qsitive crder with-
QUt fixed noints .Q!! c. 
.-.. _ 
'·' 
'·;.,,~ 
j •• 
• 
.l 
\ 
.... 
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4o2. Structure of Linear Series 
We first consider the case in which the transformation 
is· birat,ionalo 
I) • 
If B=l:npP, then min OpCGj)::np4 Thus, if Ci) is a 
parametrization of P, the transform of Pis P'=(Y), where 
Y/=='Gj(X)t-npo It is then evident that y~=L>.dYj 
intersects C' in the cycle that is precisely the transform 
of the cycle A)\ on Co That is, the transforms onto C' of 
r the cycles of gn on C constitute the series on C' cut out by 
the hyperplanes of Sr• Since this series is of order n, it 
follows that C' is a curve of order no 
Now let (3) be an arbitrary rational transformation of 
C into C' o As before, let B-"2:,npP,. and let (X) be a 
parametrization of Po If p•:=(y) is the transform of P, then 
there is an rp~l-such that 'yj(trP):Gj(i)t-nP. 
Now A>-= [" f Op(G )PJ -B=~O(G>. (i)t-nP)p 
==- ~rpop, (y 'I,, )P = L r L r p op, (y 'I.. )Pc,(,] ' P ~ pr L~~ ~ ~ 
where Po<. are the places of c, which transform into the place 
P' of C1 o Let us designate the cycle ~ rp P°"' by Ap, o 
e<. . 
Then we have A >.::.'.5;
1
op,(Y),.. )Apt• Thus each cycle of the 
r series gn is expressible as a sum of the cycles Ap10 By 
-
:1; 
... 
I ' .. 
. . .\ ... _.,.,,,,,., .• ,,,, ... ,,, ........ ,., .... _ .. _ .. , _, •. •,• . ·,., h·;.-,,.,.,,;, ... ,,,,-,-,_ 
Th. 2, § 3.2, Chape IV all but a finite number of the Ap, 
' 
are of the same order )Jo Hence all but a finite set of 
the cycles f,op, (y ~ )P1 are of order n/Y. As these are 
· the cycles ·-in which the hy}l:!rplanes Y>,.=O intersect 'c•, 
we see that C' is a curve of order n' .=: n/Y o 
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The set of cycles Ap, is called an i9volution .Q.f order 
·~-,,.· 
-Y, and is designated by 'r y; g~ is said to be .£.Ol!1POU,nded 
of 'rv O Every curve carries a Y1 , namely, the set of all 
~ 
its places, and every series on the curve is compounded of 
this. A series compounded of a Yy with 'Y'> 1 is said 1:o 
be £..Qmposite--otherwise it is .tl!!!J2.l§o We can now make the 
following complete statement of our results: 
THEOREM 1. A rational transformation Tis birational 
- -
-----
-
' 
if ang_ only if the .s...§...§:.QCiai§.Q gries g ~ simpleo If g 1..§. .Qf 
orger n and 1.§. compounded of fil.1 involution of maximum order 
-Y ~l, then lli transform .Qf C ~ T is .Q.f order n/)) o 
,. 
·•. 
\ 
•.. - ... 
~· 
.. ,. 
• 
--..... 
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CHAPTER VI \ 
THE THEOREM OF RIEMANN-ROCH 
1.1. Jacobian Cycles and Differentials· 
Let g!, n)O, be an effective series with no fixed 
pointso From Tho 2( §302 9 Chapo IV) and the considerations 
of j 4.2, Cha po V, it follows that there are only a finite 
. 1 -
number of cycles of the involution gn' which do not consist 
of n distinct placeso Let P enter with coefficient mp into 
1 
a cycle of gno Since each place is contained in a unique 
.f 
1 
cycle of gn there is no ambiguity about mpo Then L, (mp-l)P 
p 
l is a cycle, called the Jacobian cycle J of gno 
1 To investigate the structure of J let gn be cut out on 
C by the system A0G0 +>..1a1• Let Q =-G1(! )/Go<!>E r:,. 
l If A oO is the cycle of gn cut out by G0 , and if Q - ). , 
··-.__ ~ 
~ €. K, inter sec ts C in A>- -A.o , then the A >,' s, together with 
l A00 , constitute the cycles of gno 
For any place P, mp is the coefficient of Pin the cycle 
A 1 h h )..p of gfl 7 w ic contains Po Considering first the case 
)..p'*-oO, we have Op(G-J\p)==mp)O., Now if (i) is a para-
- , . mp 
metrization of P, then G(x)==~p+at + ... , a,t:O. Differ-
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. ( ' 
-
entiating with respect to t we h&Ve g(i) •.:amptmp-l+ ••• , 
~- 0 
and so 
(1) 0(9(X) I)= mrl• 
That is, P appears in J with the coefficient O(Q(i)•). 
On the other hand, if >...p=oo, then Op(g)=-mp, 
- -mp Q ( x ) ::: a t + o o • , a F O , and 
(2) O(Q(x) 1 )==-mpc:,l= (tnp-l)-2mp 
We thus see that J is intimately connected with the 
'order of O(x) f for 'the various places (i) 0 
To capitalize on this relation we find it convenient to 
introduce a new symbol, 1 dQ', called the gifferential Qf Q • 
... 
By dQ(x) we shall mean O(x)', and by Op(dQ) we shall mean 
O(dQ(x)) for a parametrization (x) of Po It is readily seen 
. 
that Op(dQ) depends only on P and not on the particular 
parametrization used. 
We can now combine equations (1) and (2) into 
if Pj A00 , 
• 
Hence 
(3) fOp(dQ)P=~(mp-l)P-2Aac_.J-2A~. 
The further investigation of J requires an investi-
gation of the cycle ~Op(d9)P~ which we shall say is the 
intersection of d9 with C. Let ~ be any non-constant 
element of ~. Then by Th. 2 ( § 2.1, Chap. IV) there is an 
r 
-.. ;r 
' . , I ·( , I .. 
,,.____, 
,. . 
l 
·,c..·c:c '. '. 
\ 
• 
-, 
irreducible polynomial gCx,y) such that g(~ 99) o. Thus 
g($ (i),e(i)).:=o for any place i of c, and therefore by 
differentiating we obtain 
I' 
gx< q> (i) ,G(i)) 4> Ci)' +gy( (p Ci) ,e(i) )9Ci) •So, or 
g Ci) 1 / 4> (i) '=d9(i)/d cp Ci) 
-gx ( cp Ci) ,e(i)) _ 
" = - _ _ =t;'Cx), where 
ly( 'P (x).,e(x)) 
't' = -gx ( <P , 9 ) / g1 ( cf> , 9 ) E. .L . 
Hence we are led to define dQ/d 'P= 'fl. 
It now follows f.rom Tho 1 ( § 2o 3, Chap.o V) that the 
intersections with C of d9 and a<p are equivalent cycles, 
and so there is a unique complete series that contains all 
the effective cycles of this typeo This series is called· 
the canonical series of c, and is conventionally designated 
by the symbol Ko Since there is little chance of confusing 
this series with the groundfield we shall continue to use K 
for the canonical serieso 
If C is birationally transformed into c•, the canonical 
series on C will be transformed into the canonical series on 
C', since each of these series is cut out by the differen-
tials of I: o Hence the order and the dimension of K are 
bira tional invariants of C. 
----- ____ ....._ ____ _____ 
.. 
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1.2. . Order or a Canonical· S'eries · 
!he order or K can be computed from a conveniently 
simple birational transform of c. We have seen in 
. § 2o 5, Chapo IV that every irreducible curve is birationally 
~quivalent to a plane curve with ordinary singularities. 
·----~- c ..onsider such a curve f, and choose the point (0,0,1) so 
that it is not on f nor on any tangent off at a singular 
·1 
pointo · Let gn be cut out by xc::. ~ = Oo Then J contains only 
those places with tangents parallel to the y~axis, and at 
the centers of these places we have f y = Oo We therefore 
investigate the intersections of fy with f. 
(1) Consider first. a §lngular point of r, which we may 
assume to have coordinates (O,O)o If this point has 
multiplicity r~2, we have f.::F(x,y)+g{x,y), where F 
consists of the terms off of degree ro Since all sing-
ularities off are ordinary, F has distinct factors; and by 
--
·the choice of the coordinate system, F has a term ayr, a#o. 
Hence fy~Fy+gy has (o,o) as a point of multiplicity r-1, 
and its tangents are distinct from those of fo From Th. 4 
" ( t1.5, Chap. IV) it follows that t 1 has r(r-1) intersec-
tions with rat (o,o). 
(ii) Iffy intersects fat a place P with non-singular 
center, then fx:;*O at this point, and so P has a paramet-
rization 
•. 
.. 
. ,-~ ..... ~ ·;, - . ._.. 
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. .. , 
Y= a+ t, c.:;=-o. 
By differentiating t(i,y)=O with respect to t we get 
rx<i,Y> (crtr-l+ ••• ) +ry<i,Y>=o. Thus r1 is of order r-1 
on P. 
1, 
Now P appear~ with coe·fficient r in the cycle of gll 
cut out by x-b==o, and so P appears in J with coefficient 
r-lo Since no line Xe, ~=o is tangent to f at any singular 
point, it follows that J::~(r=l)P, the summation being 
over all non-singular intersections of fy with fo 
Since the total number of intersections off and ry is 
n(n-1), we therefore see that the order of J is 
n(n-l)=~ri(ri=l), the summation being over all singular 
points of multiplicities rio Since K-==)J-2Al, the order of 
K is 
(1) n(n-1)- L r1(r1-l)-2n=n(n-3)-I:' r1 (r1-l). 
Let 
(2) p=!(n-l)(n-2)-L tr1(r1-l)o 
Comparing (1) and (2) we see that the order of K is 2p-2. 
The following theorem summarizes our results concerning 
Jacobianso 
THEOREM 1. ll J ll ~ Jaco_gian cycle of s..n effective 
1 1 gn !i~h !1Q fixed QQ)-n!..e. Qil .§. _g=u~:,rve C ~ and A .§. -9,;Lg_Je of gn, 
then th§ cycl.§ J--2A il .tbg .iJj._ter __ s.ectjop .Qf C with .a 
differential, lll}g ll independent, iQ within egu~valenc~, 2.l. 
• 
( 
' 
r 
.. 
, ' 
( 
• 
\ 
•.. ,, . • .• , •, ' ' .,! ,- •. "-~-.' I 
' 
. -· ',', _ .. ,,~ 
-, ....... -., 
---
the g~ 1!! terms .Ql which.!! is defined. If C is !! plane 
cu,rv(;. YJJ t,h Ql!Q~JJ.J~1.r3= ilnzulm:ij:_g§ Qf m=u.l.t.iJJlj.cJ. tie§ r1 .. , 
r 2 ,ooo, the order of J-2A is 2p~2, where 
pcf (n-1) (n-2)- r: ir1 (r i-1). 
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DEFINITION 1. The genus p of an irreducible curve C is 
·1:i 
' . defined to be zero if the canonical seri~s of C is empty, 
otherwise to be one more than half the order of the canon-
ical serieso 
For a pla)v, curve with ordinary singularities the genus 
is given by (2)o 
As mentioned above, the genus is a birational invar-
iant; that is, birationally equivalent curves have the same 
genus. 
2. Dimension of a Complete Series 
2.1. Adjoints 
To make a more complete study of linear series in 
particular, to determine the dimension of the canonical 
' ' series--we utilize Nother's Theoremo We have given a proof 
in a form that can be used whenever the curve F has no 
singularities but ordinary multiple pointso Since every 
irreducible curve is birationally equivalent to a plane curve 
of this type, the properties of linear series that we prove 
tor such curves will be true for all curves. 
., . 
.., ~' 
1· 
' ,, 
?? 
We assume then that F is an irreducible plane curve ~-__,, 
with only ordinary singularitieso For any place Pi of F let 
ri be the multiplicity of the center P1 as a point of F. 
We designate by D the cycle L<ri-l)Pio Any poly• 
nomial G cutting out D will be called an adjoint of F, a·nd 
we shall also speak of the curve G==O as an ~diQJn1 of F. 
In using this terminology it will be convenient to regard 
the equation G~O as the equation of a curve, even when G 
' '\ 
is a non-zero constanto From Tho 5( §105, Chapo IV) it 
follows that G is an adjoint of F if and only if it has each 
ri-fold point of Fas a point of multiplicity at least ri-1. 
Adjoints of F will be designated by capital Greek letters. 
THEOREM 1 (Residue Theorem). ll g? intersects F in 
rt'\. .• 
A+B+D, f'm. intersects F .!!! A'+B+D, ~ intersects F 
.1n A+B'+D, then there ll il 1,;1 intersecting F 1D 
A' +B' +D, where the subscripts indicate the d§gre,:s- Qi the 
polynomialso 
· PROOFo By applying Nother's Th. (Th. 6, § 1.5, Chap. IV) 
we find that Q f == M rf:i + NF o M must be of degree i. . ~ }n_ '.f Yh-
Since ~ 'f intersects F in A+B+A 1 + B' +2D, so does 11 'p, 
a_nd M intersects Fin A'+B'+D. II is therefore the 
required adjoint lj'. 
. ''\ 
?8 
. \ 
THEO~EM 2 (also called the Residue Theorem). If 
l. A - A' ? F li ,!;hg,r.g 1§ fill g.9.,,lQ.i.t>;! 1tttQr.e.e~ct:i_ng F in 
A+B+D6 llin ,!here ll .sW adjoin! .Qi th~ sgme order inter-
secting F in A I +B+Do 
PROOFo Let 'p intersect F in A+B+D, and let Q be 
:.R. 
a rational function intersecting Fin A'-A. We may write 
- I - ;r} 
Q.= ~ fl'Y\., where 'f and r are adjoints intersecting 
Fin A+B 1+D and A1+B 1+D respectively. Applying Th. 1 we 
have the desired resulto 
COROLLARYo If A is any effective cycle, and M !!!,! 
1,djpLIJ! Qf ~!l J. int.~rsect_§. F !!! A+ B+ D, then IAI ll 
tru1 ~e.§J.d.Q..~ with res12ect 12 B+ D of lli series cut out BI all 
curves Qf degre~ _Q o 
2o2o Lower Bound on Dimension 
We shall designate the order of D by 2 ~. Then 
cS=Ltr1(ri=l)o The genus p of the curve is given by 
p:=(m=l)(m~2)/(2- c)) 9 m being the order of Fo 
THEOREM 1. 
. /
r ,, 
If gn 1§_ Q...Qmr,,lete, then r ~ n-p • 
PROOF. Consider first the g~~ which is the residue 
with respect to D of the series cut out by all.adjoints of 
degree l ~m.. The dimension of this system of curves is 
R~i-.Q (..Q. + 3)- S. Thus by Th. l, § 1.2, r=R-q, where q is 
---•~-~•T> •-., ,--r .... - ........ ~.--- 1-• - i.., _,....,.. . .,,._,,,_.,. .............. ~-- -... ··-- ·- - ' ' ,-r·,-.,,~O'-A-•- ... ,..-~ 
_.,, 
ii 
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the number of ~J containing F as a factor. · But H1_i'V\.F is 
an adjoint for any H, and so q is the number of independent 
polynomials of degree 1-m; that is, q=t(f-wt+l)(f-~+2). 
Thus r~il <i+ 3)-S ~t<1-m.+1)(l.-m+2) 
==}_"WI. - $ , ..}( M=l) (m -2) .=:,k: Wt - ~ -p- $= n-p, 
11 r, r' r 
since n =- -t Yt1 -2 o o Now any g I is a residue of such a gn n 
with respect to some cycle Bo If the order of Bis k, we 
have n°.:::- n-=k~ r'~ rc;:;,ko Hence r'~ n'G:>P, which proves the 
theoremo 
2o3• Dimension of Canonical Series 
THEOREM lo If p~l the residue with respect 1Q D .Qf the 
series cut out~ all adjoints of order m-3 is the canonical 
series Ko 
PROOFo The dimension of the system of all~ is 
-M-..3 
1 ( § 3, Chapo III) at least i(m-3)m-~ t(r1-l)ri=p-l. 
r 
Thus there is at least one such adjoint. Let a ::J:" ~ ),y\_-3 
intersect F. in the cycle Q +D, and let a line L intersect F 
\ 
2~ in the cycle Ao Then L :±'.m.-3 is an adjoint of order m-1 
intersecting F in Q-tD+ 2Ao Now referring to the situation 
I 
in § lo2, fy is an adjoint of orde1' m-1 intersecting F in 
J-t"D.. Thus J+-D = Q+D +2A, and hence / Ql=)J~2AI.:::: K. That 
/ 
. 
-
,. 
the ~ ~-
3
. cut out the complete series IQ/ follows from 
the Corollary(Tho 2~ ~2ol)o 
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COROLLARY. The dimension of the canonical series!! il 
• 
l.epst p-lo 
The exceptional case p:O in Tho 1 can be· removed by a 
suitable interpretationo When p::-o, the canonical series is 
) 
empty, since the differentials cut out only virtual cycles 
of order =2o Also there are no ~ , since the order of 
~ht-..3 
D9 2~-=-(m=l)(m=2):m(m=3)+2, is greater than the number of 
intersections 1 m(m= 3), ,. of F with a curve of order m= 3o With 
the understanding, then, that both Kand the set of ~)'1,\,,-J 
are vacuous for p:=O, Th. 1 can be considered to hold in all 
caseso The Corollary to Tho 1 is obviously true for p=:-Oo 
The canonical series could have been defined as the 
residue with respect to D of the series cut out by the 
'I\ 
adjoints of order m~3o 
I 
Based on this definition the theorems next to be proven 
establish the birational invariance of this series and of the 
, .. 
related concept of the genus, independent of the develop-
ments of ~ ·lo . 
• 
I·..:..::.~-. 
/ 
\ 
• i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
., 
i 
I 
' 
' 
., \ 
. I 
I 
I 
---.·--- c.--~--:---=----=:- .. , ...... ..! •. ·-
I-
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2.4. Special Cycles 
DEFINITION lo The number i of independent cycles of K 
that contain a ,given effective cycle A is called the index 
of 2pec~a.lli (or, for short 9 the index) of Ao In 0th.er 
words, i~l is the dimension of K-Ao 
DEFINITION 2. A is said to be special if its index is 
greater than zeroo 
If A.::::A 1 9 then Km1A K-A', and so the index of A equals 
the index of A1 o Thus we can speak of the index of a linear 
series, meaning thereby the index of any of its cycles. In 
particular the index of K is lo 
It is convenient to call an adjoint of order m-3 a 
special adjointo Every special geries can be cut out by 
special adjoints. 
THEOREM lo For any effective cycle A and any place P 
il !l!ast QQg .Q.f the following equations holds: 
dim/ A+ Pl= dim \Al 9 index /A+ P/ = index IA I. 
PROOFo By applying a quadratic transformation, if 
necessaryj to our curve F, we may assume that the center of 
Pis non-singularo Suppose that index/A-+ P/,;i:index/A/. 
Then there is a special adjoint q5 intersecting F in 
-
A+B+D~ where Pf Bo Let L be a line intersecting Fin 
P+C, where C is the sum of m-1 places with distinct centers 
(Tho 3, §2, Chapo III). Then Lf is ari adjoint of degree 
·/· 
r 
) 
-· 
' 
_, 
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m-2 intersecting Fin A-t-B+D+C+P, and so IA+PJ is the 
residue with respect to B;- C + D of the series cut out by all 
adjoints of degree m-2o But C consists of m-1 collinear 
. 
places, and so a ~W\.-2. cutting out C must contain L as a 
f~ctor·, and so must contain Po That is, P is co~on to all 
cycles of JA+PJ, and hence IAl=IA+PJ-P has the same 
dimension as JA+PI. 
2o5o Theorem of Riemann-Roch 
•. 
We are now ready to prove the central ~heorem concern-
ing linear serieso We shall state it in two partso 
THEOREM 1 (Theorem of Riemann) o .!f .§_ comple~ g~ ~ not 
special' then r= n--po 
PROOF o Suppose r > n-po We proceed by induction on r o 
If r=o, then n~ p-1. Since the dimension of K is ~ p-12! n, 
.. 
a cycle of K may be found containing any cycle of g~, and so 
r gn is specialo Now suppose the theorem true for all series 
of dimension r-lo Let P be a place of F which is not a fixed 
place of g~o Then g~=P =}A) is a g~:i o Since by assumption 
r> n-p, we have rm,l>n-=lcap, and so by the assumption of the 
induction A is special. Since dim/A+P/=r and dimjA/:::r-1, 
it follows from Tho 1, § 2.4 that index/A+ P}=indexlA/ > o. 
r 
That is, gn =-J A+ P/ is special. 
By combining Th. 1 with Th. l, § 2.2 we obtain an 
\ 
'· 
. . 
. .I 
alternate definition of the genus of a curve. For a com-
... ,, 
plete g~ with n)2p-2 is certainly not special, and so 
p 
Since (Tho 1 7 j 2o2) p~ n=r for any com-
r plete gn 9 p can be defined as the mini~um of n-r for all 
r 
complete series gno 
THEOREM 2,(Theorem of Riemann-Roch) • .ll 11§. the index 
r 
.2!: .§. .90111J2,le .. t~ gn~ r=n-p+io 
PROOFo Tho l is the special case of this for 1::00 We 
r' 
proceed by induction, assuming the theorem true for any g, n 
of index 1-lo r Let A be a cycle of gn, and Pa place not a 
fixed place or K-A o Then index J A+ PI= 1-1, and so by 
Th. 1, f 2o4 J A+ Pl is a g:+l o Hence 
r:n-r 1-p+i-l=n-ptio 
• 
<' 
' ' 
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